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In April, the U.S. economy was in the sixteenth month 
of a deep recession.  In its early stages, the recession was 
relatively mild, but in the last quarter of 2008, real gross 
domestic product (GDP) fell at an annualized rate of 6.3 
percent.1 Unemployment has also risen sharply in recent 
months.  The latest data suggest another large decline in 
output occurred in the first quarter of 2009, which could 
make for the deepest drop in economic activity since 
World War II.

The recession is not limited to the United States.  Other 
industrial countries are experiencing similar declines in 
output and employment, and world trade is contracting.  
Meanwhile, financial institutions around the world have 
been seized by paralyzing uncertainty about the underly-
ing value of the assets they hold, crippling lending and 
contributing to further declines in asset prices. Falling as-
set prices have hammered household wealth and caused 
consumers to reduce spending. 

The Federal Government has adopted fiscal and mon-
etary policies to counter the downward drag from private 
reductions in spending and investment.  In February, 
the Congress and the President enacted the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, an economic stimulus 
measure, which will replace demand withdrawn by the 
private sector.  This Budget extends and strengthens 

1 In the Budget, economic performance is discussed in terms of calendar years.  Budget fig-
ures are discussed in terms of fiscal years.

several key measures in the Recovery Act.  Meanwhile, 
monetary policy has effectively lowered short-term inter-
est rates to zero and the Federal Reserve has expanded 
its balance sheet in novel ways so as to support contin-
ued lending in the private sector.  The Administration is 
also taking steps to buttress the financial system and the 
housing sector.

These policies are expected to stabilize the economy 
and stimulate a recovery by the end of 2009.  The recovery 
is projected to gain momentum in 2010 and to strengthen 
further in 2011-2012.  By the end of 2013, the unemploy-
ment rate is projected to fall to 5 percent, which is a sus-
tainable level, and real GDP is projected to be growing at 
its potential, around 2.6 percent per year. 

Recent Economic Performance

According to the business cycle’s unofficial scorekeeper, 
the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), the 
most recent economic expansion ended more than a year 
ago in December 2007.  The economy has been in reces-
sion since then.  In May, it will be the longest recession 
since before World War II.  The contraction has also been 
unusually deep as measured by the decline in payroll em-
ployment (see Chart 12-1).  Other measures such as the 
rise in the unemployment rate also imply that this is one 
of the most severe recessions since the Great Depression.
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Housing Markets: The downturn had its origin in the 
housing market.  In hindsight, it is clear that by the early 
years of this decade, housing prices had become caught up 
in a speculative bubble that finally burst.  Housing prices 
have fallen sharply since 2006, and investment in hous-
ing has plummeted, reducing the annual average rate of 
real GDP growth by an average of 1 percentage point per 
quarter since mid-2006.  Initially, it appeared as if the de-
cline in housing might be contained within that industry 
and throughout 2006-2007 the broader economy contin-
ued to expand despite the drag from declining residential 
investment.  

In August 2007, however, the accumulating problems 
in the housing market led to a worldwide crisis of confi-
dence in the banks and credit markets, and through that 
channel the housing crisis initiated a widespread econom-
ic contraction.  Although much of the needed adjustment 
in relative housing prices appears to have occurred (see 
chart below), further price declines may yet occur in re-
sponse to the continuing economic downturn.  Monthly 
housing starts were running at less than a 600,000 annu-
al rate in early 2009. This is the lowest level ever recorded 
for this series, which dates from 1959.  In normal times, at 
least 1-1/2 million starts a year are needed to accommo-
date the needs of an expanding population and to replace 
older units as they wear out.  The Administration expects 
housing starts to reach bottom this year and to begin a 
robust recovery as relative housing prices stabilize.  Even 
so, it will take time to work off the accumulated inventory 
of unsold homes and for existing homeowners to see the 
equity value of their property begin to rise again.

The Rise and Fall of World Oil Prices:  In the winter of 2006-
2007, world oil prices were around $60/barrel for light 
crude, and regular gasoline was selling for around $2.25/
gallon.   Then oil prices began to spike upward as surging 

worldwide demand came up against limited worldwide 
production capacity.  Over the next 18 months, oil prices 
shot up to over $140/barrel and gasoline prices briefly 
topped $4/gallon.  This price increase had a depressing 
effect on sales of motor vehicles, especially popular but 
less fuel-efficient sport utility vehicles (SUVs) and light 
trucks.  In July 2008, at the peak of the oil price spike, to-
tal vehicle sales were down 19 percent from the previous 
year.  Higher fuel costs also shook consumer confidence 
and hurt retail sales of other products.  Since the 1970s, 
oil price spikes have often contributed to the swings in the 
U.S. business cycle, and that appears to have happened 
again last year as the fall-off in motor vehicle demand cut 
sharply into consumer spending.

As the world economy has weakened, energy prices 
have reversed direction and returned to lower levels.  In 
early April 2009, light crude oil was selling for around $50 
per barrel and regular gasoline was selling for around $2 
per gallon.  The unwinding of the energy shock should 
contribute to the expected recovery this year.  With lower 
fuel prices, motor vehicle sales are expected to begin to 
recover.

The Financial Crisis:  In August 2007, the United States 
subprime mortgage market became the focal point for a 
worldwide financial crisis.  Subprime mortgages are clas-
sified as mortgages going to borrowers who do not meet 
the standard criteria for borrowing at the lowest prevail-
ing interest rate, either because of low income, a poor 
credit history, lack of a down payment, or other reasons.  
In the spring of 2007, there were over $1 trillion in such 
mortgages, and with house prices falling many of these 
mortgages were on the brink of default.

As banks and other investors suddenly lost confidence 
in the value of these high-risk mortgages and the securi-
ties based on them, banks became much less willing to 
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Chart 12-2.  Relative House Prices Have
Fallen Substantially
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lend to each another.  Money market participants outside 
the banks became unwilling to lend to one another as 
well.  Financial market participants of all kinds were un-
certain of the degree to which other participants’ balance 
sheets had been contaminated. The heightened uncer-
tainty was reflected in unprecedented spreads between 
interest rates on Treasury securities, which are regarded 
as free of default risk, and various types of financial mar-
ket debt.  One especially telling differential is the spread 
between the yield on short-term U.S. Treasury securities, 
and the London interbank lending rate (LIBOR) which 
banks charge to one another for short-term lending in 
dollars.  Historically, this differential has amounted to 
only 30 or 40 basis points.  In August 2007, it shot up to 
over 2 percent, and it has remained elevated since then 
(see chart above).

The credit crunch that began in August 2007 quickly 
extended throughout the world’s financial markets.  At 
the time the threat appeared severe but limited.  The 
problem was perceived to be with the relatively new and 
unusually risky mortgages that had spread throughout 
the financial system through the use of mortgage-backed 
securities, and other sophisticated financial products 
based on them.  Conventional home mortgages along with 
other forms of consumer and business credit were not 
seen as being at special risk.  Even so, by December 2007, 
the six-year old economic expansion had run its course.  
The combination of negative shocks in housing, energy 
markets, banking and finance brought it to a close.   As 
2008 began, payroll employment started to decline, and 
the unemployment rate, which had already reached bot-
tom in March 2007, continued to rise.  

Throughout 2008, employment was falling but un-
til mid-year real GDP continued to expand.  A stimulus 
package of income tax rebates and business tax cuts 
passed early in the year helped postpone the worst ef-

fects of the recession for several months.  However, in 
September 2008, the long-established investment bank-
ing firm of Lehman Brothers failed and that failure re-
ignited the credit crunch, pushing yield spreads to new 
and dizzying heights.  Two days following the failure of 
Lehman Brothers, the Federal Government stepped in 
to prevent the failure of the insurance giant American 
International Group (AIG), seeking to avoid an even wid-
er spread financial panic.  The value of other asset-backed 
securities came into question, and even money market 
mutual funds experienced large withdrawals.  Since then 
finance ministries and central banks around the world 
have tried with some success to contain the damage from 
the spreading crisis, and risk spreads are narrower today 
than they were six months ago.  Nevertheless, uncertain-
ty remains high, and the repercussions from the financial 
crisis have deepened the recession in the broader world 
economy, which in turn has fed back to weaken financial 
institutions further.

Negative Wealth Effects and Consumption: Between the 
third quarter of 2007 and the fourth quarter of 2008, the 
net worth of American households declined by $13 tril-
lion, or 20 percent.  The decline in the stock market and 
falling house prices were the main reasons for the drop in 
household wealth.  Americans reacted to this massive loss 
of wealth by trying to save more.  The household saving 
rate, which had been declining since the 1980s and had 
fallen to just 0.6 percent in 2007, shot up to over 4 percent 
in January and February, to reach its highest level in over 
a decade.  In the long-run, increased saving is desirable 
because it raises future living standards.  However, a sud-
den increase in the desire to save implies a corresponding 
reduction in consumer demand and that fall-off in con-
sumption has had a devastating effect on the economy.  
In last year’s third quarter, real consumer spending fell 
for the first time since 1991, and it fell even more in the 
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fourth quarter.  As of January 2009, the monthly level of 
real consumer spending was exactly where it had been 
two years earlier at the beginning of 2007.  These sharp 
declines helped to push down overall real GDP growth to 
-6.3 percent at an annual rate in the fourth quarter, while 
raising the personal saving rate to heights not seen since 
the 1990s.

Policy Background

The Administration and the Federal Reserve have tak-
en a series of actions to reverse the decline in demand 
that caused the recession.  On the fiscal side, the most im-
portant step was the passage in February of the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.  This bill will dispense 
$825 billion in tax reductions and new spending, most of 
it within the next eighteen months, and it is expected to 
have a major effect on employment and economic growth.  
The 2010 Budget will extend these actions through tax 
reduction for middle-class families and through invest-
ments in health care, energy, education, and our armed 
forces.  These measures will provide for a sustained re-
covery with enhanced security and improved productiv-
ity. Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve has lowered interest 
rates and made credit widely available to stimulate the 
economy.

Fiscal Policy:  The Federal budget affects the econo-
my through many diverse channels.  For an economy in 
a deep recession, the most important of these is the bud-
get’s effect on aggregate demand.  In a slumping economy, 
the level of aggregate demand is the main determinant 
of how much is produced and how many workers will be 
employed.  Federal spending on goods and services can 
substitute for missing private spending while changes in 
taxes and transfers can contribute to demand by enabling 
people to spend more than they otherwise would.  The 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act bolsters aggre-

gate demand in several ways while laying the foundation 
for a sustained recovery.   It increases spending on goods 
and services at the Federal level; it provides assistance to 
State Governments; it includes large tax reductions for 
middle-class families; and it extends unemployment and 
other benefits which will allow people to maintain spend-
ing levels.

 
Key provisions of the Act include:

•	 The Making Work Pay tax credit, which extends tax 
relief to 95 percent of workers and their families.  

•	 A total of $308 billion in tax relief. 

•	 A $111 billion investment in infrastructure and sci-
ence.

•	 A doubling of renewable energy production capacity 
over the three years through 2011.

•	 Subsidized health insurance coverage for unem-
ployed workers, which acts like a tax reduction by 
allowing families to continue paying their other bills 
while avoiding reductions in consumption.

•	 The largest Federal investment in education in his-
tory. 

•	 A total of about $180 billion in State and local fiscal 
relief.

•	 An increase of $81 billion in funding for unemploy-
ment insurance and other programs to protect the 
most vulnerable.

The Recovery Act was designed to go into effect quickly,  
so that the money will be spent when it can do the most 
good in stimulating real economic growth and reducing 
unemployment as the economy begins to recover from the 
recession.
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The 2010 Budget necessarily increases the deficit in the 
near term to deal with the recession and get the economy 
growing again, but in the medium term as the economy 
recovers, the Budget provides a path to lower deficits and 
a more stable ratio of Federal debt to GDP.  The increase 
in the deficit is an extraordinary but necessary response 
to an inherited crisis.  It is also temporary.  If the 2010 
Budget is adopted, the deficit will be cut in half by 2012.  

In the long run, the most important macroeconomic ef-
fects of the Federal budget are on the allocation of saving 
and the level of private investment.  Large budget deficits 
become harmful in a long-run context because they entail 
some combination of reduced funds available to finance 
domestic investment or increased borrowing from abroad 
to finance that domestic investment. Either way, budget 
deficits reduce future national income—either because 
the nation does not have as much productivity-enhancing 
capital in the future or because we owe larger liabilities 
to foreign creditors. In the extreme, sustained deficits 
could seriously harm the economy. Large deficits would 
also limit the Government’s maneuvering room to handle 
crises in the future.

Health Reform Is Needed for Long-Run Fiscal Stability:  The 
health reforms proposed in this budget are the key to 
achieving long-run fiscal stability.  Without significant 
health reform it will be impossible to rein in Federal 
spending as required for fiscal stabilization, since in the 
absence of reform the Government’s major health pro-
grams – Medicare and Medicaid – are projected to be the 
most rapidly growing programs in the budget by a large 
margin.  A successful health reform that slows the growth 
of per capita health care costs is also the essential in-
gredient for expanding health insurance coverage with-
out permanently adding to the projected level of long-run 
spending. 

Monetary Policy:  The Federal Reserve is responsible 
for monetary policy.  Traditionally, it has acted cautiously, 
but in the current crisis the Fed has boldly proceeded to 
create new institutions and open new channels for mon-
etary policy.  The reason for departing from past practice 
is that the traditional tool of monetary policy – adjust-
ing short-term interest rates – has proved insufficient 
in stimulating growth and preventing unemployment in 
the current recession.  Short-term interest rates in the 
United States have been reduced from 5-1/4 percent in 
July 2007 to near zero in December 2008, and it is not 
possible for them to go any lower.

  In light of the floor on short-term interest rates, the 
Federal Reserve has sought to increase credit availability 
in several novel ways.  First, it has taken action to make 
sure that financial institutions have access to short-term 
credit.  The financial crisis has been marked by a reluc-
tance of financial institutions to lend to one another.  The 
Federal Reserve has tried to counter that reluctance by 
making credit directly available to institutions that need 
liquidity.  

The Federal Reserve has been willing to lend generous-
ly to banks, but that lending by itself does not necessar-
ily induce the banks to lend to their customers, and the 
Federal Reserve’s bank lending does not provide liquid-

ity to nonbank financial markets such as the commercial 
paper market.  To address these problems, the Federal 
Reserve has created facilities to provide credit to the com-
mercial paper market directly and to provide backup li-
quidity for money market mutual funds, in a way taking 
the place of private banks which have been crippled by 
the financial crisis.  The Federal Reserve together with 
Treasury has expanded another facility to lend against 
AAA-rated asset-backed securities collateralized by stu-
dent loans, auto loans, credit card loans, and business 
loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration 
(SBA).  The Federal Reserve has also decided to buy lon-
ger-term securities for its portfolio.  Traditionally, the 
Federal Reserve has limited its open market operations 
to short-term Government securities, but it will now be-
gin to acquire long-term debt including the debt of the 
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) and mortgage-
backed securities guaranteed by Federal agencies.  In this 
way, the Federal Reserve is acting to bring downward 
pressure on long-term interest rates which have not fall-
en as much as the short-term rates traditionally targeted 
by monetary policy.

The Federal Reserve’s actions have helped ease the 
credit crisis as evidenced by a decline in the interest 
rate spread between U.S. Treasuries and other securi-
ties.  Although the LIBOR spread remains elevated, it 
has declined from around 4 percent late last year to un-
der 1 percent in early April.  The expanded credit facili-
ties have caused a huge increase in the Federal Reserve’s 
balance sheet.  Federal Reserve assets have increased 
from around $1 trillion to over $2 trillion.  This large in-
crease holds the potential for an explosive increase in the 
Nation’s money supply.  So far that has not occurred, be-
cause much of the increase in Federal Reserve liabilities 
has gone into idle reserves of the banks.  Because of this 
and because the weaknesses in the economy are expected 
to dampen future price increases, current inflation risks 
are low. The Federal Reserve is prepared to reduce the 
assets on its balance sheet promptly as the economy re-
covers from the current recession and the crisis in the 
financial sector eases, as a result, future inflation risks 
should be manageable.

Financial Stabilization Policies: In the past 100 
days, the administration has moved aggressively to 
remedy the problems plaguing financial markets.  The 
Administration is implementing a Financial Stability 
Plan which is designed to clean up and strengthen the 
nation’s banking system by bringing in private capital to 
restart lending, and get credit flowing again to consumers 
and businesses.  This plan began with a forward-looking 
capital assessment exercise for the 19 U.S. banking insti-
tutions with assets in excess of $100 billion.  The exercise 
was designed to ensure that these institutions have suffi-
cient capital to withstand more stressful economic condi-
tions, should such conditions arise.

The second component of the Financial Stability Plan 
is aimed at starting a market for the troubled real-estate 
related assets that are at the center of the current crisis.  
The plan includes provisions for the Federal Government 
to join private investors in buying mortgage-backed 
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securities.  Removing these assets from the banks’ bal-
ance sheets is a key step to restoring the financial sys-
tem to normal functioning.  The final component of the 
Financial Stability Plan aims to unfreeze secondary 
markets for loans to consumers and businesses using 
public resources to leverage private investors through 
the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility of the 
Federal Reserve.The Administration has also undertaken 
a Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan to help mil-
lions of Americans refinance their mortgages at lower in-
terest rates.  This initiative aims to reach borrowers who 
are current on their mortgages and have played by the 

rules but who are at high risk of foreclosure if prices fall 
further.   Many of these borrowers live in communities 
where home values have fallen 20 percent or more and 
who find themselves unable to refinance at today’s low in-
terest rates because their loan-to-value ratio is above 80 
percent.  For the 4 to 5 million such homeowners with con-
forming loans either owned or guaranteed by Freddie Mac 
and Fannie Mae, this initiative will allow these borrowers 
to refinance at today’s low rates, reducing the chance that 
they will default if prices fall further.

A second part of this plan would reach out to an ad-
ditional 3 to 4 million American families who, because 

Table 12–1. economic aSSumPTionS 1
(Calendar years; dollar amounts in billions)

2007
Actual

Projections

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

gross domestic Product (gdP):

Levels, dollar amounts in billions:
Current dollars  ����������������������������������������������� 13,808 14,281 14,291 14,902 15,728 16,731 17,739 18,588 19,415 20,279 21,181 22,124 23,108
Real, chained (2000) dollars  ������������������������� 11,524 11,671 11,527 11,893 12,372 12,937 13,474 13,870 14,231 14,601 14,981 15,371 15,771
Chained price index (2000 = 100), annual 

average  ����������������������������������������������������� 119�8 122�4 124�0 125�3 127�1 129�3 131�6 134�0 136�41 138�87 141�37 143�91 146�51

Percent change, fourth quarter over fourth quarter:
Current dollars  ����������������������������������������������� 4�9 1�7 1�4 4�8 6�0 6�5 5�6 4�5 4�5 4�4 4�4 4�5 4�4
Real, chained (2000) dollars  ������������������������� 2�3 -0�2 0�3 3�5 4�4 4�6 3�8 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6
Chained price index (2000 = 100)  ����������������� 2�6 1�9 1�0 1�2 1�5 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8

Percent change, year over year:
Current dollars  ����������������������������������������������� 4�8 3�4 0�1 4�3 5�5 6�4 6�0 4�8 4�5 4�4 4�4 4�4 4�4
Real, chained (2000) dollars  ������������������������� 2�0 1�3 -1�2 3�2 4�0 4�6 4�2 2�9 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6
Chained price index (2000 = 100)  ����������������� 2�7 2�2 1�2 1�1 1�5 1�7 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8

incomes, billions of current dollars:

Corporate profits before tax  ��������������������������� 1,886 1,609 1,588 1,708 1,821 1,945 2,081 2,157 2,224 2,308 2,427 2,574 2,716
Employee compensation  ������������������������������� 7,812 8,048 8,102 8,441 8,931 9,493 10,049 10,549 11,040 11,554 12,086 12,623 13,199
Wages and salaries  ��������������������������������������� 6,362 6,543 6,575 6,838 7,236 7,692 8,142 8,548 8,941 9,347 9,778 10,207 10,671
Other taxable income 2  ���������������������������������� 3,096 3,177 3,194 3,423 3,669 3,872 4,021 4,168 4,323 4,484 4,658 4,857 5,070

consumer Price index (all urban): 3 

Level (1982-84 = 100), annual average  ��������� 207�3 215�2 214�0 217�5 221�3 225�8 230�5 235�3 240�3 245�3 250�5 255�7 261�1
Percent change, fourth quarter over fourth 

quarter  ������������������������������������������������������ 4�0 1�5 0�8 1�6 1�8 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1
Percent change, year over year  ��������������������� 2�9 3�8 -0�6 1�6 1�8 2�0 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1

unemployment rate, civilian, percent:

Fourth quarter level  ��������������������������������������� 4�8 6�9 8�1 7�7 6�8 5�6 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0
Annual average  ��������������������������������������������� 4�6 5�8 8�1 7�9 7�1 6�0 5�2 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0

Federal pay raises, January, percent:

Military 4  ��������������������������������������������������������� 2�7 3�5 3�4 2�9 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Civilian 5  ��������������������������������������������������������� 2�2 3�5 2�9 2�0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

interest rates, percent:

91-day Treasury bills 6  ������������������������������������ 4�4 1�4 0�2 1�6 3�4 3�9 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0
10-year Treasury notes  ���������������������������������� 4�6 3�7 2�8 4�0 4�8 5�1 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2

   NA = Not Available
   1 Based on information available as of end of January 2009�
   2 Rent, interest, dividend, and proprietors’ income components of personal income�
   3 Seasonally adjusted CPI for all urban consumers�
   4 Percentages apply to basic pay only; percentages to be proposed for years after 2010 have not yet been determined� 
   5 Overall average increase, including locality pay adjustments�  Percentages to be proposed for years after 2010 have not yet been determined�
   6 Average rate, secondary market (bank discount basis)�
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they have high mortgage-debt to income ratios or because 
their mortgage exceeds their home value, are at high risk 
of default.  This component of the plan will provide incen-
tive payments to owners, servicers, and lenders to make 
loan modifications to bring down interest rates so that 
the borrower’s monthly mortgage payment is no greater 
than 31 percent of his or her income.  A final part of the 
Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan increases 
the Government’s funding commitment to support Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac as they work to keep mortgage 
rates down and increase the size of their loan portfolios.

Economic Projections

The Administration’s economic projections under-
lying the Budget estimates are summarized in Table 
12–1. The assumptions are based on information avail-
able as of late January 2009.  This section discusses the 
Administration’s projections and the next section com-
pares these projections with those of the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) and the Blue Chip Consensus.

Real GDP and the Unemployment Rate: Real GDP 
is now estimated to have fallen 0.8 percent from the fourth 
quarter of 2007 through the end of 2008.  This was the first 
four-quarter decline in real GDP since 1991.  The year 
ended on an especially weak note with real GDP drop-
ping at a 6.3 percent annual rate in the fourth quarter, 
the largest decline in a single quarter since 1982.  Payroll 
employment has declined every month since December 
2007, and the unemployment rate has risen substantially.  
In March, the national unemployment rate reached 8.5 
percent, the highest it has been since 1983.  Broader mea-
sures of labor underutilization record a similar increase.  
The broadest measure of unemployment and underem-
ployment reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics has 

increased from 7.9 percent in December 2006 to 15.6 per-
cent in March.

 The Administration projects an economic recovery 
will begin in the second half of the year sparked by the 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.  By the end 
of the year, real growth is expected to have reached 3-1/2 
percent at an annual rate, a pace that is maintained 
through 2010.  In 2011-2013, the rate of growth in real 
GDP is projected to accelerate to around 4-1/2 percent an-
nually for several quarters. This rapid growth is expected 
to push down the unemployment rate, which is projected 
to return to 5.0 percent by the end of 2013.  

As shown in the chart below, the Administration’s 
projections for real GDP growth over the next five years 
imply a recovery that is a bit below average.  It is true 
that recent recoveries have been somewhat weaker, but 
the last two expansions were preceded by very mild re-
cessions, which left less pent-up demand when conditions 
improved.  Some analysts believe the recovery from the 
current recession will be weak, because it will be crip-
pled by continuing problems in the financial sector.  The 
Administration takes the view that the steps it has al-
ready taken along with future actions will resolve those 
financial problems in a timely manner.  Although the eco-
nomic downturn so far in 2009 has been more severe than 
the Administration expected when the forecast was final-
ized, if the financial system begins to function more nor-
mally, there is every reason to expect a somewhat stron-
ger recovery given the depth of the current recession.

Estimate of Jobs Saved or Created:  The President’s Council 
of Economic Advisers has estimated that the Recovery 
Act will create or save 3-1/2 million jobs by the end of 
2010.  This estimate  is based on “multipliers” from stan-
dard macroeconomic models which suggest that extra 
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government spending on goods and services leads to a to-
tal increment in aggregate demand equal to 1.6 times the 
increase in Federal spending, while a tax reduction has a 
multiplier of 1.0 for a permanent reduction (one-time tax 
rebates have a much smaller multiplier).

Longer Term Growth:  The Administration forecast does 
not attempt to project cyclical developments beyond the 
next few years.  The long-run projection for real economic 
growth and unemployment assumes that they will main-
tain trend values in the years following the return to full 
employment.  In the nonfarm business sector, productiv-
ity growth is assumed to hold to its recent trend of around 
2.3 percent per year, while nonfarm labor supply grows at 
a rate of around 0.7 percent per year, so nonfarm business 
output grows approximately 3.0 percent per year. Real 
GDP growth, reflecting the slower measured growth in 
activity outside the nonfarm business sector, proceeds at 
a rate of 2.6 percent. That is markedly slower than the av-
erage growth rate of real GDP since 1947 – 3.3 percent per 
year.  In the 21st century, economic growth in the United 
States is likely to be permanently slower than it was in 
earlier eras because of the slowdown in labor force growth 
that is expected to occur beginning with the retirement of 
the post-World War II “baby boom” generation.

Is Real GDP a Random Walk? Not Exactly: The 
Administration forecast reflects traditional business cycle 
analysis in which a period of weak or negative growth is 
followed by a recovery and expansion during which real 
GDP grows above trend for a time.  This is consistent with 
the natural rate hypothesis and Okun’s Law.  Okun’s Law 
holds that faster than normal growth is needed to reduce 
unemployment from an elevated level to its long-run val-
ue.  Alternatively, some economists believe that real GDP 
behaves more like a random walk (with drift) in which 
the best possible projection of future growth is simply the 
long-run average growth rate observed in the past.  On 
this view, there would be no reason to project above-nor-
mal growth at any time.

It has proven difficult to resolve this issue empirically.  
Official statistics for real GDP extend back to 1947 on a 
quarterly basis, but that is not long enough to settle the 
issue definitively.  Furthermore, the right answer could 
well be a blend of the two views, in which real GDP grows 
at an above-normal rate following a recession but does 
not return to the previous trend level, but to a somewhat 
lower level.   There also appear to be breaks in the data 
where the long-run average growth rate shifts up or down, 
which complicates the statistical testing for randomness.  
Indeed, the Administration forecast includes such a break 
in the growth trend because of the expected slowdown in 
labor force growth.  

Unemployment: In the forecast, the unemployment 
rate converges on 5.0 percent, which the Administration 
believes is a rate consistent with stable price inflation.  
When the forecast was finalized in early February, the un-
employment rate was expected to peak at an annual aver-
age over 8 percent, but economic developments since the 
forecast was made suggest that unemployment may peak 
at an even higher rate, even on an annual average basis.  

The decline in unemployment projected for 2010-2013 is 
consistent with the Okun’s Law relationship mentioned 
above and the Administration’s assumption for potential 
growth in real GDP.  As the official unemployment rate 
declines, so should the broader measures of labor under-
utilization.

Inflation: Inflation was volatile in 2008, in large part 
because of fluctuations in energy prices.  Over the 12 
months of the year, the CPI fell by 0.1 percent, but during 
the course of the year, the monthly inflation rate varied 
between 0.9 percent and -1.7 percent (not annualized).  
The price declines at the end of the year were the steepest 
in the post World War II period.  The inflation rate is ex-
pected to remain subdued over the next few years, mainly 
because of economic weakness which has depressed the 
labor market and suppressed producers’ pricing power.  
With the recovery path assumed in the Administration 
forecast, the risk of outright deflation appears minimal.  
In the long-run, the Administration assumes that the rate 
of change in the CPI will average 2.1 percent and that 
the GDP price index will increase at a 1.8 percent annual 
rate.  These values are within the Federal Reserve’s com-
fort zone for inflation. 

Interest Rates: Interest rates on Treasury securities 
fell sharply in late 2008, which brought both short-term 
and long-term rates to their lowest levels in decades.  So 
far in 2009, short-term Treasury rates have remained 
near zero, and the ten-year yield remains near 3 per-
cent.  Investors have sought the security of Treasury debt 
during the heightened financial uncertainty of the last 
several months. In the projection period, interest rates 
are expected to rise as financial concerns are alleviated 
and the economy recovers from recession.  The 91-day 
Treasury bill rate is projected to reach 4.0 percent and 
the 10-year rate 5.2 percent by 2013, at which point un-
employment will have reached its long-run value and the 
annual growth rate of real GDP will have stabilized at 2.6 
percent. These forecast rates are historically low, reflect-
ing lower inflation in the forecast than for most of the 
post World War II period. After adjusting for inflation, the 
projected real interest rates are close to their historical 
averages.

Income Shares: The share of labor compensation in 
GDP was low by historical standards in 2008 and is ex-
pected to rise over the forecast period.  As a share of GDP 
employee compensation was 56.4 percent in 2008 and it is 
expected to rise to around 57.1 percent toward the end of 
the 10-year forecast horizon. In the expansion that end-
ed in 2007, labor compensation tended to lag behind the 
growth in productivity.   Output per hour in nonfarm busi-
ness grew at an average annual rate of 2.3 percent, while 
real hourly compensation adjusted for the increase in 
product prices was increasing at a rate of only 1.6 percent.  
In 2008 the differential narrowed from 0.6 percent to 0.2 
percent, and in the forecast, the Administration assumes 
that compensation will keep pace with productivity.

While the overall share of labor compensation is ex-
pected to increase, the wage share is expected to remain 
roughly flat.  The share of employee fringe benefits which 
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supplement taxable wages and salaries takes up most of 
the increase in compensation.  Rising health insurance 
costs will put upward pressure on the share of fringe 
benefits.

The share of corporate profits was 12.9 percent of 
GDP in the third quarter of 2006 prior to the recession, 
which was near an all-time high.  Since then profits have 
dropped sharply.  They are forecast to be only 9.5 percent 
of GDP in 2009.  As the economy recovers, the profit share 
is expected to rebound.  In the forecast, the ratio of prof-
its to GDP reaches 10-1/2 percent in 2011 and remains 
roughly stable at that level. 

Comparison with CBO and Private-Sector 
Forecasts

Table 12–2 compares the economic assumptions for 
the 2010 Budget with projections by the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) and by the Blue Chip Consensus, 
an average of about 50 private-sector economic forecasts. 
These other economic projections differ in some respects 
from the Administration’s projections, but the forecast 
differences are relatively small compared with the mar-
gin of error in all economic forecasts, and in broad outline, 
the three forecasts are similar.  All three agree that the 
recession is likely to end in 2009 and that the economy 
will begin to recover showing positive growth in 2010 

Table 12–2. comPariSon oF economic aSSumPTionS
(Calendar years)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

nominal gdP:
2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 14,281 14,291 14,902 15,728 16,731 17,739 18,588 19,415 20,279 21,181 22,124 23,108
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)  ��������������������������������� 14,257 14,047 14,576 15,233 15,950 16,684 17,421 18,138 18,873 19,624 20,381 21,164
April Blue Chip Consensus1  ��������������������������������������������������������� 14,263 14,080 14,524 15,304 16,172 17,024 17,903 18,779 19,672 20,607 21,587 22,613

real gdP (year-over-year):

2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�3 –1�2 3�2 4�0 4�6 4�2 2�9 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)  ��������������������������������� 1�1 –3�0 2�9 4�0 4�1 4�0 3�5 2�7 2�5 2�4 2�3 2�2
April Blue Chip Consensus1  ��������������������������������������������������������� 1�1 –2�6 1�8 3�4 3�4 3�0 2�9 2�7 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6

real gdP (fourth-quarter-over-fourth-quarter):

2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –0�2 0�3 3�5 4�4 4�6 3�8 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)  ��������������������������������� –0�9 –1�5 4�1 4�1 4�1 3�9 3�2 2�6 2�4 2�3 2�2 2�2
April Blue Chip Consensus1  ��������������������������������������������������������� –0�8 –1�3 2�7 3�6 3�3 2�9 2�9 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6

gdP Price index:2 

2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 2�2 1�2 1�1 1�5 1�7 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009) ��������������������������������� 2�2 1�5 0�8 0�5 0�6 0�6 0�9 1�4 1�5 1�6 1�6 1�6
April Blue Chip Consensus1 ��������������������������������������������������������� 2�2 1�4 1�3 1�7 1�9 2�2 2�2 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3

consumer Price index (cPi-u):2 

2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3�8 –0�6 1�6 1�8 2�0 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)  ��������������������������������� 3�8 –0�7 1�4 1�2 1�0 1�0 1�2 1�6 1�9 1�9 1�9 1�9
April Blue Chip Consensus1 ��������������������������������������������������������� 3�8 –0�8 1�7 2�1 2�3 2�4 2�5 2�5 2�5 2�5 2�5 2�5

unemployment rate:3 

2010 Budget  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 5�8 8�1 7�9 7�1 6�0 5�2 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009) ��������������������������������� 5�8 8�8 9�0 7�7 6�6 5�6 5�1 4�9 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8
April Blue Chip Consensus1 ��������������������������������������������������������� 5�8 8�9 9�5 8�1 7�1 6�4 5�9 5�7 5�6 5�5 5�5 5�5

interest rates:3 

91-day Treasury bills (discount basis):
2010 Budget  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�4 0�2 1�6 3�4 3�9 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)����������������������������� 1�4 0�3 0�9 1�8 3�0 3�9 4�4 4�7 4�7 4�8 4�8 4�8
April Blue Chip Consensus1  ���������������������������������������������������� 1�4 0�3 0�9 2�8 3�6 4�0 4�2 4�3 4�2 4�2 4�2 4�2

10-year Treasury notes:

2010 Budget  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3�7 2�8 4�0 4�8 5�1 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2
Congressional Budget Office (March 2009)  ���������������������������� 3�7 2�9 3�4 4�0 4�6 5�0 5�3 5�4 5�5 5�6 5�6 5�6

April Blue Chip Consensus1  ���������������������������������������������������� 3�7 2�9 3�5 4�5 4�9 5�2 5�4 5�4 5�4 5�4 5�4 5�4
Sources:Administration; CBO, A Preliminary Analysis of the President’s Budget and an Update of CBO’s Budget and Economic Outlook, March 2009; April 2009 Blue Chip Economic 

Indicators, Aspen Publishers, Inc� 
1 The Blue Chip forecast was extended to 2011-2019 using the March long-run Blue Chip projections, quarterly growth rates for 2011-2019 were interpolated�
2 Year-over-year percent change�
3 Annual averages, percent�
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and beyond.  They are agreed that inflation will be at a 
low rate in 2009-2010, but outright deflation is avoided.  
They agree that after peaking at a relatively high rate, 
unemployment gradually declines and interest rates also 
return to more normal levels.   

The three sets of economic assumptions are based on 
different underlying assumptions concerning economic 
policies. The Administration forecast assumes that the 
President’s Budget proposals will be enacted and that the 
Financial Stability Plan and Homeowner Affordability 
and Stability Plan will be fully implemented. In contrast, 
the CBO baseline projection assumes that current law as 
of the time the estimates were made in March remains un-
changed. The 50 or so private forecasters in the Blue Chip 
Consensus make differing policy assumptions, but none 
would necessarily assume that the Budget and financial 
rescue plans are adopted in full.   Sometimes these poli-
cy differences have relatively little effect on the forecast 
outcomes, but that is not so in the current environment.  
The fiscal changes proposed in the budget and the related 
plans for financial stabilization are large enough to have 
a major effect on the macroeconomic outlook.  

The forecasts also differ because they were made on 
different dates.  Usually a several week difference in fore-
cast dates has little impact on economic forecasts, but in 
the weeks since the Administration forecast was made, 
economic data have appeared showing that the economy 
was much weaker at the end of 2008 and beginning of 
2009 than was apparent earlier.  Because the CBO and 
Blue Chip Consensus forecasts were made several weeks 
later, they reflect the more recent data and consequently 
offer a somewhat more pessimistic economic outlook.

Real GDP Growth:  In analyzing forecast differences with 
respect to real GDP growth, it is useful to consider two 
questions separately:  how deep will the current reces-
sion be and what type of recovery is likely once the reces-
sion ends?  The Administration’s real GDP projections are 
more optimistic than CBO and the private consensus on 

both points, but the second is much more important for 
the budget outlook than the first.

Between the end of World War II and 2008, there were 
ten recessions in the United States.  The average decline, 
from the peak quarter for real GDP to the trough, was 2.0 
percent during those ten recessions.  The Administration 
assumes that the current recession will be somewhat 
worse than this average experience.  Meanwhile, CBO 
and the Blue Chip consensus both expect the recession 
to be much deeper than average.  Nevertheless all three 
forecasts expect the recession to end in 2009.  None antici-
pates a repeat of the four-year decline from 1929 to 1933, 
so the difference is mainly a question of when in 2009 the 
recession will end and how low real GDP will sink before 
reaching that point. 

Naturally, there is great concern about these questions 
since they bear on how long the current period of mount-
ing job losses will continue, but even were the recession 
to turn out deeper than the Administration originally 
forecast, it would not necessarily have a large permanent 
effect on the budget projections—provided the recov-
ery from the recession adjusts in an offsetting way.  The 
Administration’s forecast assumption is that the depth 
of the recession does not affect the long-run level of real 
GDP, which is instead tied to potential output and is not 
affected by the business cycle.  Unless a deeper reces-
sion affects the projection of the underlying trend for real 
GDP, it would have only a modest effect on the medium-
term budget.

Differences in the potential rate of real GDP growth 
do have a profound effect on the budget projections, and 
these are the most important differences separating the 
Administration’s forecast from those of CBO and the Blue 
Chip.  As shown in the chart below, the Administration as-
sumes that real GDP will grow rapidly in the years ahead 
as it recovers from the 2008-2009 recession.  CBO and the 
Blue Chip are more pessimistic about the long-run out-
look.  CBO has relatively rapid growth beginning in 2011, 
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but not rapid enough to offset the loss expected from the 
recession, and in the final years of the projection period, 
CBO has real growth sinking to 2.2 percent.  Since 1947, 
U.S. real GDP has grown at an average rate of 3.3 per-
cent, although the average growth rate over the last 35 
years has averaged only 2.8 percent.  The Blue Chip con-
sensus is somewhat more optimistic than CBO about the 
final years of the forecast as its long-run growth rate is 
2.6 percent, the same as the Administration assumes, but 
the Blue Chip has the smallest expected recovery from 
the current recession in 2010-2013. 

A deep recession does not necessarily imply a slow re-
covery; if anything, it implies the opposite.  The historical 
record points in the other direction with deeper recessions 
being followed by stronger recoveries.  The strongest re-
covery since 1929 was during the five years following the 
Great Contraction of 1929-1933.  Two important factors 
could contribute to a weaker than normal expansion:  (1) 
a protracted credit crunch in which the problems in the 
financial markets are not resolved in 2009 and (2) a deep-
er world-wide slump that holds down U.S. exports and 
offsets the effects of fiscal stimulus on domestic demand.  
Both are possible, but the Administration believes that 
the credit market problems will be resolved in a timely 
fashion, and that the United States will once again lead 
the world out of recession as it has in the past.

It is worth remembering that all economic forecasts are 
subject to error, and the forecast errors are usually much 
larger than the forecast differences discussed above.  Past 
forecast errors among the Administration, CBO, and the 
Blue Chip have been roughly similar. 

Unemployment:  The near-term differences in the un-
employment rate forecasts track the differences in ex-
pected real GDP growth.  Unemployment rises higher 
in the CBO and Blue Chip forecasts, because they both 
expect a deeper and somewhat longer recession than the 
Administration does.  Unemployment peaks at 9.1 per-
cent in 2010 according to the Consensus forecast, while 
it reaches 9.0 percent in the CBO forecast.  In the long 
run, CBO expects unemployment to return to 4.8 percent, 
while the Blue Chip only sees it returning to 5.5 percent.  
The Administration’s long-run projection for the unem-
ployment rate is 5.0 percent. 
Inflation:  The three inflation forecasts are much closer. 

All three forecasts anticipate a slowdown in inflation in 
2009–2010 followed by a gradual return of inflation to the 
range of 1.6 to 2.3 percent as measured by the GDP price 
index and between 1.9 and 2.5 percent as measured by 
the CPI.  CBO has the lowest inflation forecast while the 
Consensus is the highest with the Administration in the 
middle.  None of the forecasters expects the slowdown in 
inflation to turn into deflation although that risk would 
appear to be greater in the two forecasts with the slower 
real growth projections.  The Blue Chip projection is some-
what puzzling in that its very weak recovery might have 
been expected to produce a larger permanent change in 
the inflation rate.  CBO, by contrast, has five consecutive 
years of less than 1-percent inflation.

Interest Rates:  The three forecasts are also similar in 
their projections for interest rates.  They anticipate that 

interest rates will rise between 2009 and 2012 converging 
on stable higher levels in 2013 and beyond.  CBO projects 
that the long-run yield on 10-year Treasury notes will 
be 5.6 percent and Blue Chip projects 5.4 percent.  The 
Administration projects a long-run value of 5.2 percent.  
Short-term rates are expected to be near zero in 2009, 
but then to increase reaching a long-run rate of 4.0 per-
cent in the Administration projections, 4.2 percent in the 
Blue Chip Consensus, and 4.8 percent in the CBO pro-
jections.   The principal difference between CBO and the 
Administration projections is that the Administration 
anticipates a gradual restoration of a yield curve spread 
between long-term and short-term interest rates that is 
closer to the historical average.  

Changes in Economic Assumptions

The economic assumptions underlying this Budget 
have changed compared with those used by the previ-
ous Administration for the 2009 Budget, although more 
in the short run than in the long run, as shown in Table 
12–3.  The previous Administration’s final Budget did 
not anticipate the 2008-2009 recession.  Consequently, 
the projected growth rates for 2008-2009 turned out to 
be far above those in the current Budget.  For the same 
reason, the strong economic recovery projected for 2010-
2013 was not anticipated in the previous Budget and real 
growth rates for those years are lower than in the current 
Budget.  Finally, the long-run growth trend was pegged at 
2.7 percent per year in the previous Budget and that has 
been revised down slightly to 2.6 percent per year in the 
current Budget.

The long-run unemployment rate projection is raised 
from 4.8 percent in the previous Budget to 5.0 percent in 
the current Budget, while near-term unemployment has 
been increased substantially as a result of the recession.   
Inflation was projected to be quite stable in the 2009 
Budget at 2.0 percent for the GDP price index and 2.3 
percent in most years for the CPI.  In the current Budget, 
inflation is more subdued in 2009, but it rises subse-
quently reaching its long-run levels in 2013.  These long-
run stable values for inflation have been marked down 
by 0.2 percentage point for both the GDP price index and 
the CPI.  Interest rates were much lower in 2008 than 
expected in the previous Budget and the current forecast 
has rates for several years that are below those projected 
in the 2009 Budget.  The long-term values, however, for 
the 3-month Treasury bill rate and the 10-year Treasury 
note are close to those in the previous Budget. 

Sensitivity of the Budget to Economic 
Assumptions

Both receipts and outlays are affected by changes in 
economic conditions. This sensitivity complicates budget 
planning because errors in economic assumptions lead 
to errors in the budget projections. It is therefore useful 
to examine the implications of possible changes in eco-
nomic assumptions. Many of the budgetary effects of such 
changes are fairly predictable, and a set of rules of thumb 
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embodying these relationships can aid in estimating how 
changes in the economic assumptions would alter outlays, 
receipts, and the surplus or deficit. These rules of thumb 
should be understood as suggesting orders of magnitude; 
they ignore a long list of secondary effects that are not 
captured in the estimates.

The rules of thumb show how the changes in econom-
ic variables affect Administration estimates for receipts 
and outlays; they are not a forecast of how receipts or 
outlays would actually change if there were a change in 
economic conditions.  The rules of thumb are based on a 
fixed budget policy that is not always a good predictor of 
what might actually happen to the budget should the eco-
nomic outlook change.  This is especially true for infla-
tion.  Spending for indexed programs, like Social Security, 
does respond to changes in inflation, but only with a 
lag.  Annually appropriated (“discretionary”) spending is 
specified in nominal dollars, and therefore does not vary 
when there is a change in the projected rate of inflation.  
Congress would have to act to maintain unchanged pur-
chasing power in discretionary appropriations.  Also, the 
rules of thumb for receipts changes reported here reflect 

how Treasury’s receipts estimates would shift with cer-
tain economic changes, but they do not capture associated 
“technical” changes that often accompany a shift in the 
economic outlook. There is, for example, no rule of thumb 
for the receipts effect of large changes in capital gains tax 
realizations that often occur when the economic outlook 
changes.

 Economic variables that affect the budget do not usu-
ally change independently of one another. Output and em-
ployment tend to move together in the short run: a high 
rate of real GDP growth is generally associated with a 
declining rate of unemployment, while slow or negative 
growth is usually accompanied by rising unemployment.   
This is the Okun’s Law relationship discussed above.  In 
the long run, however, changes in the average rate of 
growth of real GDP are mainly due to changes in the rates 
of growth of productivity and the labor force, and are not 
necessarily associated with changes in the average rate 
of unemployment. Inflation and interest rates are also 
closely interrelated: a higher expected rate of inflation 
increases interest rates, while lower expected inflation 
reduces interest rates.

Table 12–3. comPariSon oF economic aSSumPTionS in THe 2009 and 2010 budgeTS
(Calendar years; dollar amounts in billions)

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

nominal gdP:
    2009 Budget Assumptions 1  ���������������������������������������������  14,456  15,190  15,961  16,754  17,574  18,432  19,320  20,241  21,206  22,220  23,288 
    2010 Budget Assumptions  �����������������������������������������������  14,281  14,291  14,902  15,728  16,731  17,739  18,588  19,415  20,279  21,181  22,124 

real gdP (2000 dollars):

    2009 Budget Assumptions 1  ���������������������������������������������  11,846  12,203  12,572  12,938  13,305  13,681  14,059  14,440  14,831  15,236  15,653 
    2010 Budget Assumptions  �����������������������������������������������  11,671  11,527  11,893  12,372  12,937  13,474  13,870  14,231  14,601  14,981  15,371 

real gdP (percent change): 2 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 2�7 3�0 3�0 2�9 2�8 2�8 2�8 2�7 2�7 2�7 2�7
    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 1�3 -1�2 3�2 4�0 4�6 4�2 2�9 2�6 2�6 2�6 2�6

gdP Price index (percent change): 2 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 1�9 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0 2�0
    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 2�2 1�2 1�1 1�5 1�7 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8 1�8

consumer Price index (all-urban; percent change): 2 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 2�1 2�2 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3 2�3
    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 1�5 0�8 1�6 1�8 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1 2�1

civilian unemployment rate (percent): 3 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 4�9 4�9 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8 4�8
    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 5�8 8�1 7�9 7�1 6�0 5�2 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0 5�0

91-day Treasury bill rate (percent): 3 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 3�7 3�8 4�0 4�1 4�1 4�1 4�1 4�1 4�1 4�1 4�1
    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 1�4 0�2 1�6 3�4 3�9 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0 4�0

10-year Treasury note rate (percent): 3 

    2009 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 4�6 4�9 5�1 5�2 5�3 5�3 5�3 5�3 5�3 5�3 5�3

    2010 Budget Assumptions  ����������������������������������������������� 3�7 2�8 4�0 4�8 5�1 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2 5�2

    1 Adjusted for July 2008 NIPA revisions�
    2 Year-over-year�
    3 Calendar year average�
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Changes in real GDP growth or inflation have a much 
greater cumulative effect on the budget if they are sus-
tained for several years than if they last for only one year.  
However, even one-time changes can have permanent ef-
fects if they permanently raise the level of the tax base 
or the level of Government spending.  Highlights of the 
budgetary effects of these rules of thumb are shown in 
Table 12–4.

For real growth and employment:

•	 The first block shows the effect of a temporary re-
duction in real GDP growth by one percentage point 
sustained for one year, followed by a recovery of GDP 
to the base-case level (the Budget assumptions) over 
the ensuing two years.   In this case, the unemploy-
ment rate is assumed to rise by one-half percentage 
point relative to the Budget assumptions by the end 
of the first year, then return to the base case rate 
over the ensuing two years.  After real GDP and the 
unemployment rate have returned to their base case 
levels, most budget effects vanish except for persis-
tent out-year interest costs associated with larger 
near-term deficits. 

•	 The second block shows the effect of a temporary 
reduction in real GDP growth by one percentage 
point sustained for one year along with a perma-
nent increase in the unemployment rate of one-half 
percentage point relative to Budget assumptions.  In 
this scenario, the level of GDP and taxable incomes 
are permanently lowered by the reduced growth 
rate in the first year.  For that reason and because 
unemployment is permanently higher, the budget 
effects (including growing interest costs associated 
with larger deficits) continue to grow slightly in 
each successive year. 

•	 The budgetary effects are much larger if the growth 
rate of real GDP is permanently reduced by one per-
centage point even leaving the unemployment rate 
unchanged as might result from a shock to produc-
tivity growth.  These effects are shown in the third 
block.  In this example, the cumulative increase in 
the budget deficit is many times larger than the ef-
fects in the first and second blocks. 

For inflation and interest rates:

•	 The fourth block shows the effect of a one percent-
age point higher rate of inflation and one percentage 
point higher interest rates maintained for the first 
year only.  In subsequent years, the price level and 
nominal GDP would both be one percentage point 
higher than in the base case, but interest rates and 
future inflation rates are assumed to return to their 
base levels. Receipts increase by about twice as 
much as outlays.  This is partly due to the fact that 
outlays for annually appropriated spending are as-
sumed to remain constant when projected inflation 
changes. Despite the apparent implication of these 

estimates, inflation cannot be relied upon to lower 
the budget deficit, mainly because Congress is not 
likely to allow inflation to erode the real value of 
spending permanently.

•	 In the fifth block, the rate of inflation and the level 
of interest rates are higher by one percentage point 
in all years. As a result, the price level and nomi-
nal GDP rise by a cumulatively growing percentage 
above their base levels. In this case, again the effect 
on receipts is about double the effect on outlays. 

•	 The effects of a one percentage point increase in in-
terest rates alone are shown in the sixth block.  The 
outlay effect mainly reflects higher interest costs 
for Federal debt.  The receipts portion of this rule-
of-thumb is due to the Federal Reserve’s deposit of 
earnings on its securities portfolio and the effect of 
interest rate changes on both individuals’ income 
(and taxes) and financial corporations’ profits (and 
taxes).

•	 The seventh block shows that a sustained one per-
centage point increase in the GDP price index and 
in CPI inflation decreases cumulative deficits sub-
stantially.  The separate effects of higher inflation 
and higher interest rates do not sum to the effects 
for simultaneous changes in both. The gains in bud-
get receipts due to higher inflation result in higher 
debt service savings when interest rates are also as-
sumed to be higher (the combined case) than when 
interest rates are assumed to be unchanged (the 
separate case).

•	 The last entry in the table shows rules of thumb for 
the added interest cost associated with changes in 
the budget deficit, holding interest rates and other 
economic assumptions constant.

The effects of changes in economic assumptions in the 
opposite direction are approximately symmetric to those 
shown in the table. The impact of a one percentage point 
lower rate of inflation or higher real growth would have 
about the same magnitude as the effects shown in the 
table, but with the opposite sign.

Alternative Scenarios

The economic outlook is always uncertain, but it is 
especially uncertain at present.  The rules-of-thumb de-
scribed above can be used in combination to show the 
effect on the budget of alternative economic projections.  
Alternative scenarios can be used to gauge some of the 
risks to the current budget projections.  For example, 
since the budget assumptions were formulated in late 
January, there has been further deterioration in economic 
conditions making a deeper recession a likely possibility.  
That possibility is explored in the two alternative scenar-
ios presented in this section.  Both alternatives allow for 
the same pattern of growth over the course of 2009-2010 
as in the latest Blue Chip forecast (April).  The only dif-
ference in these scenarios is how strong the recovery is.
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In the first scenario, growth in 2011-2014 is the same 
as in the current Administration forecast.  In this case, 
there is a permanent loss of output from the recession 
that is never made up in the subsequent recovery.  The 
loss is less than in the latest Blue Chip projections, which 
only show a modest and very partial recovery from the 

recession, but there is a substantial loss compared with 
the Budget as shown in Chart 12-7.

The second alternative scenario makes a different as-
sumption about the recovery period.  It assumes that 
over the five years from 2009 through 2014, growth is 
equal to the average growth rate achieved in the ex-

Table 12–4. SenSiTiviTy oF THe budgeT To economic aSSumPTionS
(In billions of dollars)

Budget effect
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total of 
Effects,  

2009–2019

real growth and employment 

budgetary effects of 1 percent lower real gdP growth:
(1) For calendar year 2009 only, with real GDP recovery in 2010–11:1 

Receipts  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –14�1 –21�9 –10�3 –1�2 0�2 0�2 0�2 0�2 0�2 0�2 0�2 –45�8
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 2�7 6�3 5�0 2�8 2�6 2�6 2�7 2�8 2�8 3�0 3�1 36�4

Increase in deficit (+)  �������������������������������������������������������� 16�7 28�2 15�3 4�0 2�4 2�4 2�5 2�5 2�6 2�7 2�8 82�2

(2) For calendar year 2009 only, with no subsequent recovery:1  �����
Receipts  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –14�1 –29�3 –34�7 –37�8 –40�0 –41�9 –44�2 –46�5 –48�7 –51�0 –53�5 –441�6
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 2�7 7�6 10�1 13�2 16�4 19�0 21�6 24�5 27�6 31�0 34�5 208�3

Increase in deficit (+)  �������������������������������������������������������� 16�8 36�9 44�8 50�9 56�4 60�9 65�8 71�0 76�3 82�0 88�0 649�9

(3) Sustained during 2009 - 2019, with no change in 
unemployment:

Receipts  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –14�2 –44�8 –84�8 –130�7 –180�4 –233�8 –291�9 –353�7 –418�4 –488�0 –562�6 –2,803�3
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –0�4 –0�8 1�9 6�5 12�8 20�6 30�4 42�5 57�0 74�3 94�4 339�2

Increase in deficit (+)  �������������������������������������������������������� 13�8 44�0 86�7 137�2 193�2 254�4 322�4 396�1 475�4 562�3 657�1 3,142�5

inflation and interest rates 

budgetary effects of 1 percentage point higher rate of:

(4) Inflation and interest rates during calendar year 2009 only:
Receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 17�6 37�6 38�0 37�0 39�7 42�1 44�5 47�0 49�3 51�7 54�1 458�4
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 13�1 26�7 16�0 19�8 20�2 20�4 18�5 18�2 16�2 15�6 15�2 199�8

Decrease in deficit (–)  ����������������������������������������������������� –4�5 –10�9 –22�0 –17�2 –19�4 –21�7 –26�1 –28�8 –33�1 –36�1 –38�9 –258�6

(5) Inflation and interest rates, sustained during 2009 - 2019:
Receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 17�6 58�9 107�2 164�0 212�1 261�9 322�9 388�5 457�9 533�7 615�8 3,140�6
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 13�5 54�1 78�4 111�1 137�3 162�0 185�0 210�0 232�9 254�9 283�1 1,722�2

Decrease in deficit (–)  ����������������������������������������������������� –4�0 –4�9 –28�8 –53�0 –74�8 –99�9 –137�9 –178�4 –225�1 –278�8 –332�7 –1,418�3

(6) Interest rates only, sustained during 2009 - 2019:
Receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3�9 15�3 24�7 37�1 36�3 33�1 35�6 37�9 40�2 42�4 44�6 351�2
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 8�8 42�6 63�1 77�6 87�9 98�8 108�8 119�1 129�7 140�5 152�5 1,029�4

Increase in deficit (+)  ������������������������������������������������������ 4�9 27�4 38�3 40�5 51�5 65�7 73�2 81�1 89�5 98�0 107�9 678�2

(7) Inflation only, sustained during 2009 - 2019:
Receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 13�6 43�6 82�4 126�8 175�6 228�5 287�0 350�1 417�2 490�6 570�4 2,785�7
Outlays  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 4�7 11�7 16�3 35�3 52�6 67�9 83�2 100�7 116�3 131�8 152�9 773�4

Decrease in deficit (–)  ����������������������������������������������������� –8�9 –31�9 –66�1 –91�5 –123�0 –160�6 –203�8 –249�4 –300�9 –358�8 –417�4 –2,012�3

interest cost of Higher Federal borrowing 

(8) Outlay effect of $100 billion increase in borrowing in 2009   ������ 0�2 1�0 3�1 4�3 4�7 4�9 5�1 5�3 5�6 5�8 6�0 45�9
* $50 million or less�
1 The unemployment rate is assumed to be 0�5 percentage point higher per 1�0 percent shortfall in the level of real GDP�
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pansions that followed most of the recessions since the 
Great Depression as reflected in Chart 12-7.  The aver-
age real growth rate following the trough of these reces-
sions has been 4.2 percent.  With that type of recovery, 
the level of real GDP would be higher in 2014 than in 
the Administration projections and budget deficits after 
2014 would be lower than under the Administration’s 
projections as shown in Table 12-5. 

Many other scenarios are possible of course, but the 
point is that the most important influence on the bud-
get projections beyond the next year or two is the rate 
of growth achieved once the recession has ended and the 
expansion has begun.  

Structural and Cyclical Deficits

An alternative measure of the budget deficit is called 
the adjusted structural deficit.  It provides a useful per-
spective on the stance of fiscal policy compared with the 
unadjusted unified budget deficit. The unadjusted deficit 
is affected by the business cycle. When the economy is 
operating below its potential and the unemployment rate 

exceeds the level consistent with price stability, receipts 
are lower, outlays for programs such as unemployment 
compensation are higher, and the deficit is larger (or the 
surplus smaller) than it would be otherwise.

The portion of the deficit (or surplus) traceable to the 
automatic effects of the business cycle is called the cyclical 
component. The remaining portion of the deficit is called 
the structural deficit (or structural surplus).  Further ad-
justments are made to remove the effects of transitory 
financial transactions, such as outlays for bank closings 
under deposit insurance and the outlays made through 
the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). Other finan-
cial stabilization outlays have also been removed from 
this adjusted structural deficit including GSE equity pur-
chase programs.  The adjusted structural deficit is a bet-
ter gauge of the underlying stance of fiscal policy than 
the unadjusted unified deficit because it removes most of 
the effects of the business cycle and temporary financial 
transactions.

Estimates of the structural deficit are based on the 
historical relationship between changes in the unemploy-
ment rate and real GDP growth, known as “Okun’s Law,” 
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Chart 12-7. Alternative Scenarios for Real GDP
Billions of CY 2000 Dollars

Table 12–5. budgeT eFFecTS oF alTernaTive ScenarioS
(In billions of dollars)

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Alternative Budget Deficit Projections:
Administration Economic Assumptions  ����������������������������� 1,841 1,258 929 557 512 536 528 645 675 688 779 
   Percent of GDP  ��������������������������������������������������������������� 12�9 8�9 6�5 3�7 3�2 3�1 2�9 3�5 3�5 3�4 3�7 

Alternative Scenario 1  ������������������������������������������������������� 1,879 1,346 1,014 670 640 673 678 810 852 879 985
   Percent of GDP  ��������������������������������������������������������������� 13�2 9�6 7�1 4�4 4�0 3�9 3�8 4�3 4�4 4�3 4�6 
Alternative Scenario 2  ������������������������������������������������������� 1,879 1,346 1,006 651 593 542 470 574 597 605 689
   Percent of GDP  ��������������������������������������������������������������� 13�2 9�6 7�0 4�3 3�7 3�1 2�5 2�9 2�9 2�8 3�1 
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which has been discussed above, as well as relationships 
of unemployment and real GDP growth with receipts and 
outlays. These estimated relationships take account of the 
major cyclical changes in the economy and their effects on 
the budget, but they do not reflect all the possible cyclical 
effects on the budget, because economists have not been 
able to identify the cyclical factor in some of these other ef-
fects. For example, the recent decline in the stock market 
will pull down capital gains-related receipts and increase 
the deficit.  Some of this decline is cyclical in nature, but 
economists have not pinned down the cyclical component 
of the stock market exactly, and for that reason, all of the 
stock market’s contribution to receipts is counted in the 
structural deficit. 

Another factor that can affect the deficit and is related 
to the business cycle is labor force participation.  Since 
the official unemployment rate does not include workers 
who have left the labor force, the conventional measures 
of potential GDP, incomes, and Government receipts un-
derstate the extent to which potential work hours are 
under-utilized because of a decline in labor force partici-
pation.  The key unresolved question here is to what ex-
tent changes in labor force participation are cyclical and 
to what extent they are structural.  By convention, in esti-
mating the structural budget deficit, all changes in labor 
force participation are treated as structural.

There are also lags in the collection of tax revenue that 
can delay the impact of cyclical effects beyond the year in 
which they occur. The result is that even after the unem-
ployment rate has fallen, receipts may remain cyclically 
depressed for some time until these lagged effects have 
dissipated.  The current recession has added substan-

tially to the cyclical component of the deficit, but for the 
reasons stated here, the cyclical component is probably 
understated.  As the economy recovers, the cyclical deficit 
is projected to decline and when unemployment reaches 5 
percent, the level assumed to be consistent with stable in-
flation, the cyclical component vanishes leaving only the 
structural deficit, although some cyclical effects would ar-
guably still be present.

Despite these limitations, the distinction between cy-
clical and structural deficits is helpful in understanding 
the path of fiscal policy.  The large increase in the deficit 
in 2009 and 2010 is due to combination of all three com-
ponents of the deficit.  There is a large increase in the 
cyclical component because of the rise in unemployment. 
That is what would be expected considering the severity 
of the current recession, but that is not the only reason 
for the increase in the deficit.  There is also a large in-
crease in the temporary financial component because of 
the financial stabilization measures undertaken by the 
Federal Government.  Finally, there is a large increase 
in the adjusted structural deficit because of the policy 
measures taken to combat the recession.  This reflects the 
Government’s decision to make an active use of fiscal poli-
cy to hasten economic recovery.  In 2011-2014, the cyclical 
component declines sharply as the economy recovers.  The 
temporary financial measures lead to an expected inflow 
of funds and the adjusted structural deficit shrinks as the 
temporary spending and tax measures in the Recovery 
Act end. 

Table 12–6. adJuSTed STrucTural balance

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

In billions of dollars:

Unadjusted deficit   �������������������������������������������������������� 377�6 412�7 318�3 248�2 162�0 458�6 1,841�2 1,258�4 929�4 557�4 512�3 535�9 
Less cyclical component  �������������������������������������� 106�4 61�8 14�7 –23�5 –10�5 49�2 297�8 350�9 300�8 185�5 57�9 1�7 

Structural deficit   ����������������������������������������������������������� 271�2 350�9 303�7 271�7 172�5 409�4 1,543�4 907�6 628�6 372�0 454�4 534�2 
Less financial stabilization and deposit insurance  –1�4 –2�0 –1�4 –1�1 –1�5 18�7 727�0 68�9 9�6 –42�5 –53�1 –58�5 

Adjusted structural deficit�  ��������������������������������������������� 272�6 352�9 305�0 272�8 174�0 390�7 816�4 838�7 619�0 414�4 507�6 592�7 

As a percent of GDP:
Unadjusted deficit  ����������������������������������������������������������� 3�5 3�6 2�6 1�9 1�2 3�2 12�9 8�5 6�0 3�4 2�9 2�9 

Less cyclical component  �������������������������������������� 1�0 0�5 0�1 –0�2 –0�1 0�3 2�1 2�4 1�9 1�1 0�3 0�0 

Structural deficit   ������������������������������������������������������������� 2�5 3�1 2�5 2�1 1�3 2�9 10�8 6�2 4�1 2�3 2�6 2�9 
Less financial stabilization and deposit insurance  –0�0 –0�0 –0�0 –0�0 –0�0 0�1 5�1 0�5 0�1 –0�3 –0�3 –0�3 

Adjusted structural deficit  ����������������������������������������������� 2�5 3�1 2�5 2�1 1�3 2�7 5�7 5�7 4�0 2�5 2�9 3�2 

NOTE: The NAIRU is assumed to be 5�0%�
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Introduction

The budget is an essential tool for allocating resources 
within the Federal Government and between the public 
and private sectors, but current outlays, receipts, and the 
deficit give only a partial picture of the Government’s fi-
nancial condition.  For example, the temporary shift from 
annual deficits to surpluses in the late 1990s did little to 
slow the long-term growth rate of the Government’s major 
health programs, which is a major reason for the long-run 
shortfall in Federal finances.  As important as the cur-
rent budget surplus or deficit is, other indicators are also 
needed to judge the Government’s fiscal condition.

For the Federal Government, there is no single number 
that corresponds to the bottom line in a business balance 
sheet. The Government is judged by how its actions affect 
the country’s well-being over time, and that cannot easily 
be summed up with a single statistic.  Furthermore, the 
Government is not expected to earn a profit, so its finan-
cial performance cannot be directly compared to that of a 
business.

One measure of the Government’s financial perfor-
mance is the extent to which it collects the taxes that 
are owed to it, and another is whether it delivers value 
in spending the taxes that it collects. Both of those ques-
tions are addressed below. In general, the Government’s 
financial status is best evaluated using a broad range of 
data and several complementary perspectives. This chap-
ter presents a framework for such analysis. Because there 
are serious limitations on the available data and the fu-

ture is uncertain, this chapter’s findings and conclusions 
should be interpreted as tentative and subject to revision.

The chapter consists of four parts: 

•	 Part I explains how the separate pieces of analysis 
link together. Chart 13–1 is a schematic diagram 
showing the linkages.

•	 Part II presents estimates of the Government’s as-
sets and liabilities, which are shown in Table 13–1. 
This table is similar to a business balance sheet, but 
for that reason it cannot reveal some of the Govern-
ment’s unique financial features and is necessarily 
supplemented by the information in Parts III and IV.

•	 Part III shows a number of long-run paths for the 
Federal budget. These projections depend on alter-
native assumptions. The projections are summa-
rized in Table 13–2 and in a related set of charts. 
Table 13–3 presents the financial outlook for Medi-
care and Social Security.  All these data provide in-
formation concerning the scope of the Government’s 
future responsibilities and the resources it will have 
available to discharge them.

•	 Part IV presents a summary of national wealth and 
a small sample of statistical indicators of economic 
and social conditions.  These various measures re-
flect the outcomes of Government policies, among 
other factors. It also analyzes tax compliance.  

13. STEWARDSHIP

PART I—A FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE FEDERAL FINANCES

No single framework can encompass all of the fac-
tors that affect the financial condition of the Federal 
Government, but the framework presented here is com-
prehensive. It includes information about Government 
assets and liabilities as well as long-run projections of 
the entire budget showing where future fiscal strains are 
most likely to appear. The framework includes an analy-
sis of the Government’s potential revenue derivable from 
today’s tax structure and what can be done realistically, 
through better education and more rigorous enforcement 
of the tax law, to reach that potential. Measures of nation-
al wealth, which support future income and tax receipts, 
are presented along with an array of economic and social 
indicators.

The Government’s binding obligations—its liabili-
ties—include Treasury debt. Accrued obligations for 
Government insurance policies and the estimated pres-
ent value of failed loan guarantees and deposit insur-
ance claims also have analogues in the private sector. The 

pensions and medical benefits owed to retired Federal 
employees and veterans are sometimes considered bind-
ing liabilities as well. These employee obligations can 
be thought of as a form of deferred compensation; they 
have counterparts in the business world and would ap-
pear as liabilities on a business balance sheet. 1  These 
Government liabilities are discussed in Part II along with 
the Government’s financial and physical assets. These 
liabilities are only a subset of the Government’s overall 
financial responsibilities. Indeed, the full extent of the 
Government’s fiscal exposure through programmatic 
commitments dwarfs the outstanding total of Federal li-
abilities. The present value of commitments to Medicare, 

1 The benefits promised to federal retirees and veterans are a step removed from legally en-
forceable liabilities such as debt and also a step removed from private-sector retiree and health 
commitments, which are frequently contractual and so legally enforceable.  In contrast, the 
promises to federal retirees and veterans can be, and occasionally have been, reduced by statute.  
Thus, the analogy to debt, insurance contracts, loan guarantee contracts, and private-sector 
deferred compensation contracts is not exact.
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Medicaid, and Social Security, for example, amount to 
many times the value of Federal debt held by the public.

The Government offers a broad range of programs that 
dispense cash and other benefits to individual recipients. 
In addition to Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security 
there are supplemental nutrition assistance program 
benefits (formerly food stamps), veterans’ benefits, unem-
ployment insurance, and Head Start among many others. 
The Government also provides a wide range of public ser-
vices that must be financed through the tax system. These 
programs may be modified or even ended at any time by 
the Congress and the President, and changes in the laws 
governing these programs are a regular part of the leg-
islative cycle. For this reason, these programmatic com-
mitments do not constitute “liabilities.”  They are Federal 
responsibilities, however, and will have a claim on budget-
ary resources for the foreseeable future unless the law is 
changed. Moreover, federal responsibilities that are not 
cash or in-kind benefits to individuals – such as the need 
for a Department of Justice, Defense, or State – will sure-
ly have a claim on budgetary resources for the foreseeable 
future. All of the Government’s existing programs are re-
flected in the long-run budget projections in Part III.

The Federal Government has many assets that would 
also appear on a business balance sheet. These include 
financial assets, such as loans and mortgages which have 
been acquired through various credit programs.  In re-
cent months, the Government has acquired a wide vari-
ety of new financial assets as a result of the programs 
created to address the current financial crisis.  Most of 
these assets were acquired in 2009, so they do not show 
up on the table of net assets, which ends in 2008.  Other 
Federal assets include the plant and equipment used to 
produce Government services. The Government also owns 
a substantial amount of land. All these assets would be 
expected to appear on a conventional balance sheet.  The 
Government has other resources in addition to these. 
These additional resources include most importantly the 
Government’s sovereign power to tax, which would not 
normally appear on a balance sheet but may be of greater 
value than all the balance-sheet items combined.

Because of its unique responsibilities and resources, 
the most revealing way to analyze the future strains on 
the Government’s fiscal position is to make a long-run 
projection of the entire Federal budget. Part III of this 
chapter presents a set of such projections under differ-
ent assumptions. Over long periods of time, the spend-
ing of the Government must be financed by the taxes 
and other receipts it collects. Although the Government 
can borrow for temporary periods, it must pay interest 
on any such borrowing, which adds to future spending. 
In the long run, a solvent Government must pay for its 
programmatic spending out of its receipts. This is not a 
normative statement but rather a simple economic fact.  
The projections in Part III show that under current poli-
cies, long-run balance in this sense is not achieved, mostly 
or entirely because projected spending for Medicare and 
Medicaid grows faster than the Federal tax base. 

The table of assets and liabilities and the long-run bud-
get projections are silent on the questions of whether the 

Government is collecting the full amount of taxes owed, 
whether the public is receiving value for its taxes paid, 
and whether Federal resources are being used effectively.  
Information on those points requires performance mea-
sures for Government programs supplemented by appro-
priate information about the condition of the economy 
and society. This Stewardship chapter complements the 
detailed exploration of Government performance dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 with general measures of economic 
and social well-being as shown in Table 13–6.

Relationship with FASAB Objectives

The framework presented here meets the stewardship 
objective for Federal financial reporting recommended 
by the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board 
(FASAB) and adopted for use by the Federal Government 
in September 1993. 2 

 Federal financial reporting should assist report us-
ers in assessing the impact on the country of the gov-
ernment’s operations and investments for the period and 
how, as a result, the government’s and the Nation’s fi-
nancial conditions have changed and may change in the 
future. Federal financial reporting should provide infor-
mation that helps the reader to determine:

3a. Whether the government’s financial position im-
proved or deteriorated over the period.

3b. Whether future budgetary resources will likely be suf-
ficient to sustain public services and to meet obliga-
tions as they come due.

3c. Whether government operations have contributed to 
the nation’s current and future well-being.

The presentation in this chapter shows one way to 
meet this objective at the Government-wide level.  It is 
intended for economists and others interested in evaluat-
ing trends over time.  The annual Financial Report of the 
United States Government presents related information 
from an accounting perspective.  The Financial Report in-
cludes a balance sheet for the Federal Government.  The 
assets and liabilities on that balance sheet are all based 
on transactions and other events that have already oc-
curred.  (For example, the cost of future retiree and health 
benefits for federal employees is based on employment 
that has already occurred.)  In some cases, the assets and 
liabilities in the Financial Report are evaluated different-
ly than those reported in this chapter.  This chapter’s es-
timates rely more on the replacement cost value of assets 
instead of historical cost.  The Financial Report also in-
cludes a statement of social insurance that reviews infor-
mation on the condition and sustainability of some of the 
Government’s largest benefit programs.  This year, for the 
second time, the Financial Report includes a brief discus-
sion of the long-run budget outlook for the Government as 

2 Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Concepts, Number 1, Objectives of Federal Fi-
nancial Reporting, September 2, 1993. Other objectives are budgetary integrity, operating per-
formance, and systems and controls.
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a whole, which is similar to the long-run budget projec-
tions discussed in this chapter.  

Connecting the Dots: The presentation that follows is 
constructed around a series of tables and charts. The sche-
matic diagram, Chart 13–1, shows how the different pieces 
fit together. The tables and charts should be viewed as an en-
semble, the main elements of which are grouped in two broad 
categories—assets/resources and liabilities/responsibilities. 

•	 The left-hand side of Chart 13–1 shows the full 
range of Federal resources, including assets the 
Government owns, tax receipts it can expect to col-
lect based on current and proposed laws, the tax gap, 

and national wealth, including the trained skills of 
the national work force, that provide the base for 
Government revenues.

•	 The right-hand side reveals the full range of Federal 
obligations and responsibilities, beginning with the 
Government’s acknowledged liabilities arising from 
past actions, but also including projected budget out-
lays needed to maintain present policies and trends. 
This column ends with a set of indicators highlight-
ing areas where Government activity affects society 
or the economy.

Federal Governmental

Assets/Resources

Federal Assets

Projected Receipts  

National Assets/Resources

Liabilities/Responsibilities

Federal Liabilities

Resources/Receipts

Financial Assets

Monetary Assets
Mortgages and Other Loans
Other Financial Assets    
     Less Expected Loan Losses

Physical Assets

Fixed Reproducible Capital
Defense
Nondefense

Inventories

Non-reproducible Capital
Land
Mineral Rights

Federally Owned Physical Assets

State & Local Govt. Physical Assets
Federal Contribution

Privately Owned Physical 
Assets

Education Capital
R&D Capital

Guarantees and Insurance
Deposit Insurance
Pension Benefit Guarantees
Loan Guarantees
Other Insurance

Net Balance

Responsibilities/Outlays

Projected Outlays 

Surplus/Deficit

Actuarial Deficiencies in 
Social Security and Medicare

National Needs/Conditions
Indicators of economic, social,
educational, and environmental
conditions

Assets and Liabilities

(Table 13-1)

Long-Run Federal
Budget Projections

(Table 13-2)

Actuarial Deficiencies in 
Social Security and Medicare

(Table 13-3)

Sources of the Tax Gap
Table 13.4

National Wealth
(Table 13-5)

Social Indicators
(Table 13-6)

Chart 13-1.  The Financial Condition of the Federal 
Government and the Nation 

Debt Held by the Public

Federal Retiree Pension
   and Health Insurance Liabilities
Miscellaneous

Financial Liabilities

The Federal Tax Gap

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT’S STEWARDSHIP 

_____________________________________________________________________

1. According to Table 13–1, the Government's liabilities exceed its assets. No business could operate 
in such a fashion. Why does the Government not manage its finances more like a business?
The Federal Government has different objectives from a business firm. For the vast bulk of the Federal Government’s opera-
tions, it would be difficult or impossible to charge prices that would cover expenses. The Government undertakes these activi-
ties not to improve its balance sheet, but to benefit the Nation.

For example, the Government invests in education and research, but it earns no direct return from these investments. People 
are enriched by these investments, but the returns do not show up as an increase in Government assets but rather as an 
increase in the general state of knowledge and in the capacity of the country’s citizens to earn a living and lead a fuller life. 
Business investment motives are quite different; business invests to earn a profit for itself, not others, and if its investments 
are successful, their value will be reflected in its balance sheet. Because the Federal Government’s objectives are different, its 
balance sheet behaves differently, and should be interpreted differently.

The test of the Government’s solvency is not the bottom line of a table like Table 13-1, but whether it can meet its ongoing 
responsibilities and deal with future emergencies or other needs that might arise.  
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2. Table 13–1 seems to imply that the Government is insolvent. Is it?
No. Just as the Federal Government’s responsibilities are different from those of private business, so are its resources. Govern-
ment solvency must be evaluated in different terms.

What Table 13–1 shows is that those Federal obligations that are most comparable to the liabilities of a business corporation 
exceed the estimated value of the assets actually owned by the Federal Government. The Government, however, has access 
to other resources through its sovereign powers. These powers, which include taxation, will allow the Government to meet its 
present obligations and those that are anticipated from future operations even though the Government’s current assets are 
less than its current liabilities.

Private financial markets clearly recognize this reality. Lenders are willing to lend considerable amounts of money to the Gov-
ernment at interest rates substantially below those charged to private borrowers. In effect, government bonds are extremely 
highly rated; they are often referred to as “risk free.”  This would not be true if the Government were really insolvent or likely 
to become so in the future. Where governments totter on the brink of insolvency, lenders are either unwilling to lend them 
money, or do so only in return for a substantial interest premium.

Market participants seem to expect that the Federal Government will eventually address the long-run fiscal problems ad-
dressed in this chapter and preserve its high credit rating.

3. Why are Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security not shown as Government liabilities in Table 
13–1?
Future Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security benefits may be considered as obligations of the Federal Government, but 
these benefits are not a liability in a legal or accounting sense. The Government has unilaterally decreased as well as increased 
these benefits in the past, and future reforms could alter them again. These benefits are reflected in this presentation of the 
Government’s finances in two ways: as part of the overall budget projections in Table 13–2, and, for the two programs with 
dedicated income streams, in the actuarial estimates in Table 13–3.

The government has many other long-term fiscal responsibilities – for example to continue to spend sufficient resources on na-
tional security. Few have suggested counting future defense spending as Federal liabilities; yet there is no logical justification 
for a different accounting treatment for them.  There is no bright line dividing Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security from 
other programs that promise benefits to people, and all the Government programs that do so should be accounted for similarly.

Another reason for not counting future Medicare and Social Security benefits as liabilities is that doing so would imply that 
payroll tax receipts earmarked to finance those benefits ought to be treated as assets. This treatment would be essential to 
gauge the size of the future claim. Tax receipts, however, are not generally considered to be Government assets, and for good 
reason: the Government does not own the wealth on which future taxes depend. Including taxes on the balance sheet would 
be wrong for this reason, but excluding taxes from the balance sheet would overstate the drain on net assets from Medicare 
and Social Security benefits. Treating taxes for Medicare and Social Security differently from other taxes would be highly 
questionable.

Finally, under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), Social Security is not considered to be a liability, so not 
counting it as such in this chapter is consistent with accounting standards.

4. Why doesn’t the Federal Government follow normal business practice in its bookkeeping?
The Government is not a business, and accounting standards designed to illuminate how much a business earns and how much 
equity it has could provide misleading information if applied naively to the Government. The Government does not have a 
“bottom line’’ comparable to that of a business corporation, but the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) has 
developed, and the Government has adopted, a conceptual accounting framework that reflects the Government’s distinct func-
tions and answers many of the questions for which Government should be accountable. This framework addresses budgetary 
integrity, operating performance, stewardship, and systems and controls. FASAB has also developed, and the Government has 
adopted, a full set of accounting standards. Federal agencies now issue audited financial reports that follow these standards, 
and an audited Government-wide financial report is issued as well. In short, the Federal Government does follow generally ac-
cepted accounting principles (GAAP) just as businesses and State and local governments do, although the relevant principles 
differ depending on the circumstances. This chapter is intended to address the “stewardship objective’’—assessing the inter-
related condition of the Federal Government and the Nation. 
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PART II—THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Table 13-1 provides a retrospective summary of the 
Government’s assets and liabilities, showing what it owes 
as a result of past operations and what it owns as of the 
end of 2008.  The table provides perspective by showing 
those figures for a number of years going back to 1960.  To 
assure comparability across time, the assets and liabili-
ties are measured in terms of constant 2008 dollars and 
the balance of net liabilities is shown as a percentage of 
GDP.  Government liabilities have exceeded the value of 
assets over this entire period, but there was a substantial 
increase in net liabilities in the 1980s and early 1990s 
as a result of the large budget deficits in those years (see 
chart 13-2).  In the late 1990s, there was a marked de-
cline in the ratio of net liabilities to GDP as the budget 
temporarily went into surplus and debt held by the public 
was reduced.  Since 2001, the ratio has increased again, 
and in 2008 it reached a new high surpassing slightly the 
previous peak level reached in 1993.  The ratio will in-
crease further over the next few years because of the deep 
recession the nation is currently experiencing, the cor-
responding need to increase aggregate demand through 
the Recovery Act, and the costs associated with financial 
stabilization.  Partially offsetting the direct costs of the 
Recovery Act and financial stabilization will be the rela-
tive improvement in GDP they help cause.

Currently, the total real value of Federal assets is 
estimated to be 83 percent greater than it was in 1960. 
Meanwhile, Federal liabilities have increased by 292 per-
cent in real terms. The decline in the Federal net asset 
position has been partly due to persistent Federal bud-
get deficits that have boosted debt held by the public 
in most years since 1960. Other factors have also been 
important, such as large increases in the cost of health 
benefits promised for Federal retirees and the sharp rise 

in veterans’ disability compensation. The relatively slow 
growth in most Federal asset values has also reduced the 
Government’s net asset position.

The net excess of liabilities over assets reached 58.3 
percent of GDP last year, an all-time high that reversed a 
small decline from 2005. The average since 1960 has been 
45 percent (see Table 13–1).

Assets

Table 13–1 offers a comprehensive list of the financial 
and physical resources owned by the Federal Government.

Financial Assets:  The Federal Government’s holdings 
of financial assets as reported in the Federal Reserve’s 
Flow-of-Funds Accounts amounted to over $1 trillion at 
the end of 2008.  There was a large jump in Treasury’s 
operating cash balance last year that added over $300 
billion to this total.  The increase was mainly due to the 
Supplementary Financing Program, which was created to 
assist the Federal Reserve in its efforts to stabilize finan-
cial markets (for more about this program and its effect 
on Federal finances see Chapter 16, “Federal Borrowing 
and Debt”).  Government holdings of loans and mortgages 
have been relatively stable (measured in constant dol-
lars) since the mid-1990s following the end of the Savings 
and Loan crisis. The face value of Government loans over-
states their economic worth. OMB estimates that the dis-
counted present value of future losses and interest subsi-
dies on these loans was around $49 billion as of year-end 
2008. These estimated losses are subtracted from the face 
value of outstanding loans to obtain a better estimate of 
their economic worth.  The net value of loans and mon-
etary assets was $957 billion.

1960 1966 1972 1978 1984 1990 1996 2002 2008
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Chart 13-2.  Net Federal Liabilities
Percent of GDP
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Table 13–1. governmenT aSSeTS and liabiliTieS*
(As of the end of the fiscal year, in billions of 2008 dollars)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008

aSSeTS

Financial Assets:
Cash and Checking Deposits  ������������������������������������������������ 51 73 46 37 57 37 50 52 68 38 54 79 372
Other Monetary Assets�  ��������������������������������������������������������� 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 8 2 5 1 3
Mortgages�  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 33 31 47 49 91 93 119 82 94 83 85 85 85
Other Loans  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 121 166 208 210 270 351 249 201 230 216 211 211 211

less Expected Loan Losses  ������������������������������������������ –1 –3 –5 –11 –21 –20 –23 –29 –45 –44 –49 –45 –49
Other Treasury Financial Assets�  ������������������������������������������� 73 91 80 72 102 150 239 288 307 327 318 319 336

 Subtotal�  ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 278 361 377 359 501 612 635 594 662 622 623 651 957

Nonfinancial Assets:

Fixed Reproducible Capital  ���������������������������������������������������� 1,218 1,208 1,257 1,219 1,069 1,242 1,292 1,350 1,185 1,139 1,156 1,179 1,173
Defense  ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 1,050 986 997 910 768 901 930 958 789 717 729 747 747
Nondefense  ������������������������������������������������������������������ 168 222 260 309 300 341 362 392 396 422 427 433 426

Inventories  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 318 276 257 230 284 325 288 222 227 295 296 284 290
Nonreproducible Capital  �������������������������������������������������������� 157 208 248 404 588 686 583 439 736 1,356 1,386 1,382 1,188

Land�  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 112 155 195 309 395 410 422 315 518 998 1,025 1,025 767
Mineral Rights  �������������������������������������������������������������� 45 53 53 95 193 275 160 124 219 358 361 357 421
 Subtotal  ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 1,693 1,692 1,762 1,853 1,941 2,253 2,162 2,011 2,148 2,790 2,838 2,846 2,650

Total assets  .............................................................................. 1,971 2,052 2,138 2,212 2,442 2,865 2,798 2,604 2,810 3,412 3,461 3,497 3,607

liabiliTieS 

Debt held by the Public�  �������������������������������������������������������������� 1,389 1,428 1,271 1,292 1,606 2,656 3,619 4,809 4,189 4,983 5,077 5,167 5,803

Insurance and Guarantee Liabilities:

Deposit Insurance  ������������������������������������������������������������������ 0 0 0 0 2 11 87 24 1 1 1 2 34
Pension Benefit Guarantee  ���������������������������������������������������� 0 0 0 52 38 53 53 25 50 89 78 85 74
Loan Guarantees  ������������������������������������������������������������������� 0 1 3 8 15 13 19 36 45 52 50 71 74
Other Insurance�  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 38 34 27 24 33 20 24 21 20 44 21 17 25

 Subtotal�  ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 38 35 29 84 88 97 183 106 116 186 150 175 207

Pension and  Post-Employment Health Liabilities:

Civilian and Military Pensions�  ����������������������������������������������� 1,049 1,319 1,577 1,787 2,197 2,179 2,130 2,066 2,165 2,354 2,435 2,479 2,609
Retiree Health Insurance Benefits  ����������������������������������������� 215 270 323 366 450 446 436 432 480 1,220 1,191 1,178 1,162
Veterans Disability Compensation  ����������������������������������������� 231 290 347 384 394 325 293 356 679 1,218 1,213 1,157 1,467

 Subtotal  ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 1,494 1,879 2,246 2,536 3,041 2,951 2,860 2,853 3,323 4,792 4,839 4,813 5,238

Environmental and Disposal Liabilities  ��������������������������������������� 82 101 122 138 166 197 232 303 370 282 321 351 343

Other Liabilities:

   Trade Payables and Miscellaneous  ������������������������������������� 33 41 52 64 99 131 179 148 128 245 253 267 277
   Benefits Due and Payable   ������������������������������������������������� 25 30 40 42 54 60 72 83 96 127 136 137 144

 Subtotal  ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 58 70 92 106 153 190 251 232 224 372 389 405 421

Total liabilities  .......................................................................... 3,062 3,514 3,760 4,156 5,055 6,091 7,144 8,304 8,222 10,614 10,776 10,911 12,012

net liabilities (liabilities minus assets)  ................................ 1,091 1,461 1,622 1,944 2,613 3,226 4,347 5,700 5,412 7,202 7,315 7,414 8,404

Addenda:

6,048 7,533 7,922 9,016 11,455 13,508 17,346 21,347 19,137 24,302 24,452 24,543 27,567Net Liabilities Per Capita (in 2008 dollars)  ����������������������������������

Ratio to GDP (in percent)  ����������������������������������������������������������� 35�3 37�7 35�0 37�0 41�6 43�0 49�5 57�5 44�7 52�9 52�5 51�8 58�3

Reproducible Capital:  The Federal Government is a 
major investor in physical capital and computer software. 
Government-owned stocks of such capital have remained 
fairly stable measured in constant (year 2008) dollars for 
most of the last 45 years (OMB estimate) at around $1.2 
trillion. This capital consists of defense equipment and 
structures, including weapons systems, as well as nonde-

fense capital goods. Currently, 64 percent of the capital is 
defense equipment or structures. In 1960, defense capital 
was 86 percent of the total. In the 1970s, there was a sub-
stantial decline in the real value of U.S. defense capital 
and there was another large decline in the 1990s after 
the end of the Cold War. Meanwhile, nondefense Federal 
capital has increased at an average annual rate of around 
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2.0 percent. The Government also holds inventories of 
defense goods and other items that in 2008 amounted 
to about 25 percent of the value of its fixed reproducible 
capital.

Nonreproducible Capital:  The Government owns sig-
nificant amounts of land and mineral deposits. There are 
no official estimates of the market value of these holdings 
(and of course, in a realistic sense, many of these resourc-
es would never be sold). After rising rapidly for several 
years, private land values fell 23 percent in 2008. It is 
assumed here that Federal land shared in the previous 
increase and the recent decline. Oil prices have been on a 
roller coaster since the mid-1990s. They declined sharply 
in 1997–1998, rebounded in 1999–2000, fell again in 2001, 
rose substantially from 2002 through mid-year 2008, and 
then they tumbled.  These fluctuations have caused the 
estimated market value of Federally owned proved re-
serves of oil and natural gas to fluctuate as well. In 2009, 
as estimated here, the combined real value of Federal 
land and mineral rights was $1.2 trillion compared with 
$1.5 trillion in Federal fixed capital and inventories. 

These estimates omit some valuable assets owned by 
the Federal Government—such as works of art and his-
torical artifacts—partly because there is no comprehen-
sive inventory or realistic basis for valuing them.

Total Assets:  The total value of Government assets 
measured in constant dollars has risen substantially in 
the past ten years, and reached an all-time high in 2008. 
The Government’s asset holdings are vast. As of the end 
of 2008, Government assets were estimated to be worth 
about $3.6 trillion or 25 percent of GDP.

Liabilities

Table 13–1 includes all Federal liabilities that would 
normally be listed on a balance sheet. All the various 
forms of publicly held Federal debt are counted.  So are 
Federal pension and health insurance obligations to civil-
ian and military retirees including the disability compen-
sation that is owed the Nation’s veterans, although these 
are not strictly binding in a contractual sense.  These 
pension and health insurance liabilities can be thought 
of as a form of deferred compensation. The estimated li-
abilities stemming from Federal insurance programs and 
loan guarantees are shown. The benefits that are due and 
payable under various Federal programs are also includ-
ed, but these liabilities reflect only binding short-term 
obligations, not the Government’s full commitment under 
these programs. The Government also has a responsibil-
ity to repair environmental damage that resulted primar-
ily from nuclear weapons production, and that cost has 
been included in the Table as well.

Future benefit payments that are promised through 
Social Security and other Federal income transfer pro-
grams are not Federal liabilities in a legal or accounting 
sense. They are Federal responsibilities, and it is impor-
tant to gauge their size, but they are not binding in the 
same way as a legally enforceable claim would be. The 
budget projections and other data in Part III are designed 

to provide a sense of these broader responsibilities and 
their claim on future budgets.

Debt Held by the Public:  The Federal Government’s 
largest single financial liability is the debt owed to the 
public. It amounted to about $5.8 trillion at the end of 
2008. Publicly held debt declined for several years in the 
late 1990s to a recent low of $3.3 trillion because of the 
unified budget surpluses at that time, but as deficits re-
turned, publicly held debt began to increase again, and it 
increased very substantially in 2008 as Government bor-
rowed to obtain the financial resources needed to address 
the worldwide financial crisis.

Insurance and Guarantee Liabilities:  The Federal 
Government has contingent liabilities arising from the 
loan guarantees it has made and from its insurance pro-
grams. When the Government guarantees a loan or offers 
insurance, cash disbursements are often small initially, 
and if a fee is charged the Government may even collect 
money; but the risk of future cash payments associated 
with such commitments can be large. The figures report-
ed in Table 13–1 are estimates of the current discounted 
value of prospective future losses on outstanding guar-
antees and insurance contracts. The single largest insur-
ance obligation is for veterans’ life insurance.  Flood and 
crop insurance are also included as is Federal terrorism 
insurance. The present value of all such insurance li-
abilities taken together is about $200 billion. As is true 
elsewhere in this chapter, this estimate does not incorpo-
rate the market value of the risk associated with these 
contingent liabilities; it merely reflects the present value 
of expected losses. Although individually many of these 
programs are large and potential losses are a serious con-
cern, these insurance and guarantee liabilities are fairly 
small relative to total Federal liabilities or even the total 
debt held by the public. They were less than 2 percent of 
total liabilities in 2008.

Pension and Post-Employment Health Liabilities:  The 
Federal Government owes pension benefits as a form of 
deferred compensation to retired workers and to current 
employees who will eventually retire. It also provides ci-
vilian retirees with subsidized health insurance through 
the Federal Employees Health Benefits program and mil-
itary retirees receive similar benefits. Veterans are owed 
compensation for their service-related disabilities. While 
the Government’s employee pension obligations have ris-
en slowly, there has been a sharp increase in the liabil-
ity for future health benefits and veterans compensation. 
The discounted present value of all these benefits was es-
timated to be around $5.2 trillion at the end of 2008, up 
from $3.3 trillion in 2000 (a large expansion in Federal 
military retiree health benefits was legislated in 2001).

Environmental and Disposal Liabilities:  During World 
War II and the Cold War, the Federal Government con-
structed a vast industrial complex to study, produce, and 
test nuclear weapons. Environmental contamination oc-
curred at these sites. The estimated liability shown here 
is based on the cleanup costs required by Federal, State, 
and local laws and regulations reported in the 2008 
Financial Report of the United States Government. The 
Department of Energy is responsible for managing this 
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cleanup. The Department of Defense is also charged with 
cleaning up contamination from its waste disposal prac-
tices, leaks, spills, and other risky activities. Together the 
cleanup costs are estimated to amount to around $340 bil-
lion in present value. 

The Balance of Net Liabilities

The Government need not maintain a positive balance 
of net assets to assure its fiscal solvency, and the buildup 
in net liabilities since 1960 has not significantly affected 
Federal creditworthiness. Long-term Government inter-
est rates in late 2008 reached their lowest levels in 50 

years. Despite historically low interest rates, there are 
limits to how much debt the Government can assume 
without putting its finances in jeopardy. Over an extend-
ed time horizon, the Federal Government must take in 
enough revenue to cover all of its noninterest spending 
and also cover enough of its interest expenses to keep the 
deficit and debt from growing faster than the economy. 
The Government’s ability to service its debt in the long 
run cannot be gauged from a balance sheet alone. It is 
necessary to project the budget and the size of the econ-
omy into the future to judge the prospects for long-run 
solvency. That is the subject of the next section.

PART III—THE LONG-RUN BUDGET OUTLOOK

A balance sheet, with its focus on obligations arising from 
past transactions, can show only so much information. 
For the Government, it is also important to anticipate 
what future budgetary requirements might flow from cur-
rent laws and policies. Despite the uncertainty surround-
ing the assumptions needed for such estimates, very long-
run budget projections can be useful in drawing attention 
to potential problems. Federal responsibilities extend well 
beyond the next five or ten years, and problems that may 
be small in that time frame can become much larger if al-
lowed to grow. To assess the overall financial condition of 
the Government, it is necessary to examine the future 
prospects for all Government programs and for the reve-
nue sources that support Government spending.    

The long-run budget projections in this section extend 
the particular policies proposed in the 2010 Budget, but 
do not reflect the long-term impacts from slowing health 
care cost growth.  Although the Budget offers major ini-
tiatives in many areas that are needed to put the economy 
on a sounder long-run footing, the Administration recog-
nizes that not all of the needed policy initiatives have been 
formulated.  In particular, the Administration’s plans for 
health reform are still under development in consultation 
with Congress.  The budget projections in this chapter re-
flect the fact that simply extending current laws and poli-
cies would leave the budget in an unsustainable position.  
Reforms are also needed to make sure that programs like 
Social Security, which are expected to be financed from 
dedicated revenue sources, remain self-sustaining. The 
Administration intends to work with Congress to develop 
policies that will prevent the outcomes shown in many of 
the charts below.  

The key drivers of the long-range deficit are the 
Government’s major health and retirement programs: 
Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security.  

•	 Medicare finances health insurance for most of the 
Nation’s seniors and many individuals with dis-
abilities.  Medicare’s growth has exceeded that of 
other Federal spending for decades, tracking the 
rapid growth in overall health care costs.  If any-
thing like this growth trend were to continue for 
several more decades, the budgetary strain would 
be insupportable.

•	 Medicaid provides medical assistance, including 
acute and long-term care to low-income persons in-
cluding families with dependent children, as well as 
the aged, the blind, and persons with disabilities.  It 
has grown more rapidly than the economy for sev-
eral decades, and if that growth were to continue 
indefinitely it would put unsustainable pressure on 
future budget deficits for State Governments as well 
as the Federal Government.

•	 Social Security provides retirement benefits, dis-
ability benefits, and survivors’ insurance for the Na-
tion’s workers.  Social Security benefits will outpace 
the growth of its dedicated revenue stream over the 
next quarter century, putting some pressure on the 
budget.

 Each of these programs is expected to continue indefi-
nitely.  Long-range projections for Medicare and Social 
Security have been prepared for decades, and Medicaid 
is planning to produce such projections in the near fu-
ture. Budget projections for individual programs, how-
ever, even important ones such as Medicare and Social 
Security, cannot reveal the Government’s overall budget-
ary position, which is why the projections in this chapter 
are a useful complement to the long-run projections of 
the individual programs.

Future budget outcomes depend on a host of un-
knowns—changing economic conditions, unforeseen 
international developments, unexpected demographic 
shifts, the unpredictable forces of technological ad-
vance, and evolving political preferences to name a few. 
These uncertainties make even short-run budget fore-
casting quite difficult, and the uncertainties increase 
the further into the future projections are extended.  
While uncertainty makes forecast accuracy difficult 
to achieve, it does not detract from the importance of 
long-run budget projections, because future problems 
are often best addressed in the present. A full treat-
ment of all the relevant risks is beyond the scope of 
this chapter, but the chapter does show how long-run 
budget projections respond to changes in some of key 
economic and demographic assumptions. 
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An Unsustainable Path

Increasing health costs and the aging of the population 
will place the budget on an unsustainable course without 
changes in policy to address these challenges.  Medicare 
and Medicaid have grown faster than the economy for de-
cades, and if they continue to do so will exert tremendous 
pressures on the budget.  Additionally, the first members 
of the huge generation born after World War II, the so-
called baby boomers, reached age 62 in 2008 and became 
eligible for early retirement under Social Security.  In 
2011, they turn 65 and become eligible for Medicare. In 
the years that follow, the elderly population will steadily 
increase, putting serious strains on the budget. 

Sources of Increased Spending for Medicare, 
Medicaid, and Social Security:  The most important 
factor driving the long-run budget outlook is the ex-
cess growth of health care costs.  Health care spending 
in the United States has been outpacing the growth in 
total output since the 1950s (detailed national health 
expenditure data extend back to 1960).  In the long-run 
projections in this chapter, the growth rate of health 
care costs slows, but it still exceeds the rate of growth 
in GDP, so that spending on the Federal health pro-
grams continues to rise as a share of GDP.  These pro-
jections follow the Medicare trustees’ projections for fu-
ture obligations under the Medicare program, adjusted 
for the Administration’s different projected path for 
general price inflation and GDP.  

Population aging also poses a long-run budgetary chal-
lenge. The Social Security actuaries project that the ratio 
of workers to Social Security beneficiaries will fall from 
around 3.3 currently to a little over 2 by the time most of 
the baby boomers have retired. From that point forward, 
because of lower fertility and improved longevity, the ra-
tio is expected to continue to decline slowly. With fewer 
workers to pay the taxes needed to support the retired 

population, budgetary pressures will continue to grow 
without reforms to the programs

The chart above shows how these assumptions affect 
the growth of the three major entitlement programs:  
Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security.  Over the next 
two decades both increasing numbers of beneficiaries and 
rapid health cost growth contribute to the increase in the 
share of GDP devoted to these programs. 3 In the very 
long run, without successful health care cost reform, the 
continued rise in health care costs would be the main con-
tributor to the continued rise in the share of GDP devoted 
to these programs.

Long-Run Budget Projections:  In 2008, the three ma-
jor entitlement programs—Social Security, Medicare, 
and Medicaid—accounted for 44 percent of non-interest 
Federal spending, up from 30 percent in 1980. By 2030, 
when the surviving baby boomers will all be 65 or old-
er, these three programs could account for more than 60 
percent of non-interest Federal spending unless there is 
a break in the trend of health care costs or other major 
changes to the programs.  At the end of the projection 
period, in 2080, the figure could rise to 70 percent of non-
interest spending, again assuming current trends were 
to continue. In other words, without reforms, most of the 
budget, aside from interest, would go to these three pro-
grams alone. That would severely reduce the flexibility 
of the budget and the Government’s ability to respond to 
new challenges. 

The overall budget cannot sustain the projected in-
crease in these major programs without policy changes. 
The budget projections shown in Table 13–2 illustrate 
that point. The budget deficit is expected to stabilize at 
around 3 percent of GDP in 2013 and to remain close 
to that ratio through 2019, but without changes in the 
health programs and Social Security, the deficit is pro-

3 In this chart, the interactive effect of higher health care costs on an increased population 
is shown as a health care effect. 
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jected to resume a steady increase.  These rising deficits 
would drive publicly held Federal debt as a ratio to GDP 
to levels well above the previous peak level reached at 
the end of World War II and beyond.  Before the debt 
reaches the levels shown in the table, there would likely 
be a financial crisis that would force budgetary changes, 
although the timing of such a crisis and its resolution 
are impossible to predict. Timely reforms, especially 
those that lowered the trend of health care costs, could 
go far to avoid such a crisis.

Projected revenues in these long-run budget pro-
jections start with the estimated receipts under the 
Administration’s proposals in the 2010 Budget. In the 
absence of further policy changes, the ratio of taxes 
to GDP is assumed to increase somewhat over time.  
There is a tendency for individual income taxes to 
rise because the assumed rate of real income growth 
implies some “real bracket creep.”  The tax code is in-
dexed for inflation, but not for increases in real income.  
Eventually, a larger percentage of taxpayers will be in 
higher tax brackets and this will raise the ratio of taxes 
to income.  The projections assume that the Alternative 
Minimum Tax (AMT) is indexed, so the AMT is not a 
reason for the rise in the ratio of receipts to GDP.  Some 
Federal taxes tend to decline in real terms in the ab-
sence of policy changes.  Many excise taxes are set in 
nominal terms, so collections decline as a share of GDP 
when there is inflation.  Overall, Federal receipts are 
projected to rise by about 3 percentage point of GDP in 
the very long run.  

There is no simple natural assumption for project-
ing discretionary spending, because discretionary 
spending is determined annually through the legisla-
tive process, and no simple formula can anticipate the 
direction of future legislation. Different assumptions 
have been used in past budgets. Holding discretion-

ary spending unchanged in real terms is the “current 
services” assumption used for baseline budget projec-
tions when there is no legislative guidance on future 
spending levels. Extending this assumption over many 
decades, however, is not realistic. When the population 
and economy grow, as assumed in these projections, 
the demand for public services is very likely to expand 
as well. The current base projection assumes that dis-
cretionary spending keeps pace with the growth in 
GDP in the long run, so that spending increases in 
inflation-adjusted terms whenever there is real eco-
nomic growth.  Under this assumption, discretionary 
spending grows faster than if it only kept pace with 
inflation and a growing population.

The long-run budget outlook is highly uncertain. With 
pessimistic assumptions, the fiscal picture deteriorates 
even sooner than in the base projection. More optimistic 
assumptions imply a longer period before the pressures 
of rising health care spending overwhelm the budget. But 
despite the uncertainty, these projections show that under 
a wide range of forecasting assumptions, overall budget-
ary resources will not be sufficient to support all future 
projected needs.  These projections highlight the need for 
future policy action to address the main drivers of future 
budgetary costs, especially health reform.  (For a further 
discussion of the forecasting assumptions used to make 
these budget projections, see the technical note at the end 
of this chapter.)

Alternative Policy, Economic, and Technical 
Assumptions

The quantitative results discussed above are sensitive 
to changes in underlying policy, economic, and technical 
assumptions. Some of the most important of these as-
sumptions and their effects on the budget outlook are dis-

Table 13–2. long-run budgeT ProJecTionS 
(Receipts, Outlays, Surplus or Deficit, and Debt as a Percent of GDP)

1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2060 2080

Receipts  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 19�0 18�0 20�9 15�8 19�4 19�9 20�3 21�5 22�6

Outlays:
Discretionary  ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 10�1 8�7 6�3 9�6 6�2 6�2 6�2 6�2 6�2
Mandatory:

Social Security  ���������������������������������������������������������������� 4�3 4�3 4�2 4�7 5�1 5�8 5�8 5�7 6�0
Medicare  ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�1 1�7 2�0 3�1 4�0 5�6 6�8 8�3 9�6
Medicaid�  ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 0�5 0�7 1�2 2�0 2�1 2�4 2�8 3�1 3�3
Other  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3�7 3�2 2�4 4�1 2�7 2�4 2�2 2�0 2�0

Subtotal, mandatory  ������������������������������������������������� 9�6 9�9 9�8 13�9 13�8 16�2 17�6 19�1 20�8
Net Interest  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�9 3�2 2�3 0�9 2�9 3�5 4�8 7�7 11�2

Total outlays  ������������������������������������������������������������� 21�7 21�8 18�4 24�4 22�9 25�9 28�5 33�0 38�2
Surplus or Deficit (+)  ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 2�7 3�9 -2�4 8�5 3�5 6�0 8�2 11�5 15�5
Primary Surplus or Deficit (+)�  �������������������������������������������������������� 0�8 0�6 -4�7 7�6 0�6 2�5 3�5 3�8 4�4
Federal Debt Held by the Public�  ���������������������������������������������������� 26�1 42�0 35�1 67�1 70�7 87�5 118�7 191�0 275�0

Note: The figures shown in this table for 2020 and beyond are the product of a long-range forecasting model maintained by the Office of Management and 
Budget�The model extends the Budget policy beyond the normal 10-year budget horizon�This model is separate from models and capabilities used to produce 
detailed programmatic estimates in the Budget� The model is based on additional assumptions regarding growth of the population and economy, the long-range 
evolution of specific programs and the demographic and economic forces affecting those programs� The model, its assumptions, and sensitivity testing of those 
assumptions are presented in this chapter�The projections in this table do not reflect the likely effects of health reform on future program costs for Medicare, 
Medicaid and other programs�The health assumptions are derived from the 2008 Medicare trustees’ report assumptions�
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cussed below. Mounting deficits result for most plausible 
projections of the budget. 

1. Health Spending:  The projections for Medicare over 
the next 75 years are based on an extension of the Budget’s 
estimates for Medicare and Medicaid.  For Medicare, the 
extension relies on the actuarial projections in the 2008 
Medicare trustees’ report.  After a transition period, the 
Medicare trustees assume that growth in spending per 
beneficiary begins to slow in the early 2030s, but that it 
will continue to grow faster than GDP per capita.  The 
year-by-year growth assumptions are determined such 
that the 75-year actuarial balance for the HI trust fund is 
consistent with that generated by a “GDP plus 1 percent” 
assumption.  Medicaid growth also holds to the GDP plus 
1 percent assumption.  Although rising faster than GDP, 
under these assumptions, Medicare and Medicaid grow 
less rapidly than they have historically, so that even with-
out explicit reforms the programs’ growth is assumed to 
be reduced.  An alternative approach would be to assume 
that these programs grow at a rate more similar to their 
historic growth rates. 

Eventually, the rising trend in health care costs will 
have to end, but it is hard to know when and how that 
will happen. Improved health and increased longevity are 
highly valued, and society has shown that as its income 
rises, it is willing to spend a larger share of income on 
them than it did in the past. The alternatives highlight 
the effect of raising or lowering the projected growth rate 
in per capita health care costs.  The higher alternative 
would show excess cost growth of 2 percent per year in 
the outyears, which is closer to the historical average of 
2.4 percent for Medicare.  The low alternative shows the 
effects of even more effective cost control than assumed in 
the base projections, holding the excess cost growth to 0.5 
percent per year on average.  The low alternative would 
still allow for some increase in health costs relative to 

other goods, reflecting the strong demand for health im-
provements.

2.  Discretionary Spending: Discretionary spending is 
determined annually through the legislative process, and 
no formula can dictate future spending in the absence of 
legislation.  While discretionary spending is sure to con-
tinue, its magnitude is free to vary.  Alternative assump-
tions have been made for discretionary spending in past 
budgets.   Holding discretionary spending unchanged in 
real terms is the “current services” assumption used for 
baseline budget projections when there is no legislative 
guidance on future spending levels.  Extending this as-
sumption over many decades is not realistic.  When the 
population and economy are expected to grow, as assumed 
in these projections, the demand for public services will 
expand.  The current base projection assumes that after 
2019, discretionary spending keeps pace with the growth 
in GDP.  An alternative assumption would be to allow 
discretionary spending to increase only for inflation and 
population growth.  In this case, discretionary spending 
would remain constant in inflation adjusted per capita 
terms.  Yet another possible assumption is to allow non-
defense discretionary spending to grow with population 
and inflation, but to increase defense spending only for 
inflation.  Defense needs are not necessarily proportional 
to population in the same way that many other public 
services are.  

 3.  Alternative Revenue Shares:  In the base projection, 
tax receipts rise relative to GDP, reflecting “real bracket 
creep.” The chart below shows alternative receipts as-
sumptions.  Allowing receipts to rise over time by 1 per-
centage point of GDP more than in the base case would 
lower the long-run budget deficit, while reducing taxes by 
1 percentage point of GDP would have the opposite effect.  

4.  Productivity:  The rate of future productivity growth 
has a major effect on the long-run budget outlook.  It is 
also highly uncertain.  Over the next few decades, an 
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increase in productivity growth would reduce projected 
budget deficits appreciably.  Higher productivity growth 
adds directly to the growth of the major tax bases, while 
it has a smaller immediate effect on outlay growth even 
assuming that discretionary spending rises with GDP.  In 
the latter half of the 1990s, after two decades of much 
slower growth, the rate of productivity growth increased 
markedly.  How permanent that increase in productivity 
growth will be remains uncertain, but these projections 
assume that real GDP per hour worked grows at an aver-

age annual rate of 2.0 percent per year.  This is higher 
than in the 1970s and 1980s, but not as high as in the 
1950s and 1960s.  The alternatives highlight the effect 
of raising and lowering the projected productivity growth 
rate by 1/2 percentage point.

5. Population:  The key assumptions for projecting long-
run demographic developments are fertility, immigration, 
and mortality.

•	 The demographic projections assume that fertility 
will average about 2.0 total lifetime births per wom-
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an in the future, just slightly below the replacement 
rate needed to maintain a constant population in the 
absence of immigration—2.1 births per woman.  The 
alternatives are those in the latest Social Security 
trustees’ report (1.7 and 2.3 births per woman).

•	 The rate of immigration is assumed to average 
around 1 million immigrants per year in these pro-
jections. Higher immigration relieves some of the 
downward pressure on population growth from 
low fertility and allows total population to expand 

throughout the projection period, although at a 
much slower rate than has prevailed historically.  
The alternatives are taken from the Social Security 
trustees’ Report (0.8 million and 1.375 million im-
migrants per year).

•	 Mortality is projected to decline as people live longer 
in the future.  The average female lifespan is projected 
to rise from 79.9 years in 2007 to 85.6 years in 2080, 
and the average male lifespan is expected to increase 
from 75.2 years in 2007 to 82.4 years in 2080.  A tech-
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nical panel advising the Social Security trustees has 
reported that the improvement in longevity might 
even be greater than assumed here.  The variations 
show the high and low alternatives from the latest 
trustees’ report (average female and male life expec-
tancy reaching 82.3 and 78.7 in the low cost alterna-
tive and 89.0 and 86.3 in the high cost alternative).

Actuarial Projections for Medicare 
and Social Security

The Trustees for the Hospital Insurance and Social 
Security trust funds issue annual reports that include 
projections of income and outgo for these funds over a 
75-year period. These projections are based on different 
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methods and assumptions than the long-run budget pro-
jections presented above.  Even with these differences, 
the message is similar: the retirement of the baby-boom 
generation coupled with expected high rates of growth in 
per capita health care costs will exhaust the trust funds 
unless further remedial action is taken.

The trustees’ reports feature the actuarial balance of 
the trust funds as a summary measure of their financial 
status. For each trust fund, the balance is calculated as 
the change in receipts or program benefits (expressed as 
a percentage of taxable payroll) that would be needed to 
preserve a small positive balance in the trust fund at the 
end of a specified time period.  The estimates cover periods 
ranging in length from 10 to 75 years.  It is important to 
interpret these actuarial estimates carefully.  They show 
what it would take to achieve a positive trust fund balance 
at the end of a specified period of time, but not necessarily 
what it would take to maintain a positive balance indefi-
nitely.  To maintain a positive balance forever requires a 
larger adjustment than is needed to maintain a positive 
balance over 75 years or any shorter interval when the an-
nual balance in the program is negative at the end of the 
time period, as it is expected to be for Medicare and Social 
Security without future programmatic reforms.

Table 13–3 shows the projected income rate, cost rate, 
and annual balance for the Medicare and OASDI Trust 
Funds at selected dates under the Trustees’ intermediate 
assumptions.  Costs as a percentage of Medicare covered 
payroll are projected to rise from 3.3 percent today to 5.8 
percent of projected payroll in 2030 and 11.6 percent of 
payroll in 2085.  Income rises only slightly, from 3.1 per-
cent of payroll today to 3.4 percent of payroll in 2080.  Thus 
the annual balance moves from a small 0.2 percent of pay-
roll deficit today to 2.5 percent in 2030 and 8.2 percent in 
2085.  On a 75-year basis, the HI actuarial deficit is 3.5 
percent of payroll, more than twice that of Social Security.

Social Security is currently running a surplus, with 
income exceeding costs.   Over time, as the ratio of work-
ers to retirees falls, costs are projected to rise from 11.4 

percent of Social Security covered payroll today to 14.1 
percent of payroll in 2020, 16.5 percent of payroll in 2050, 
and 17.6 percent of payroll in 2085.  Revenues are pro-
jected to rise only slightly, from 12.8 percent of payroll 
today to 13.3 percent in 2085.  Thus the annual balance 
is projected to switch from surplus to deficit in 2017, with 
the deficit rising to 1.1 percent of payroll in 2020, 3.2 per-
cent of payroll in 2040, and 4.3 percent of payroll in 2085.  
On a 75-year basis, the actuarial deficit is projected to be 
1.7 percent of payroll.  

Medicare Funding Warning:   Under the Medicare 
Modernization Act (MMA) of 2003, the Medicare Trustees 
must issue a “warning” when, in two consecutive Trustees 
reports, they project that the share of Medicare funded 
by general revenues will exceed 45 percent in the cur-
rent year or any of the subsequent six years. General rev-
enue funding is defined as total Medicare outlays minus 
Medicare payroll taxes, taxes on Social Security benefits, 
beneficiary premiums, and state transfers under the pre-
scription drug program. In 2008, the Trustees projected 
that the general revenue share of Medicare funding will 
exceed 45 percent in 2014 and issued a funding warning. 

When a warning is issued, the MMA requires that the 
President submit legislation, within 15 days of submitting 
the Budget, which will reduce general revenue funding 
to 45 percent of overall Medicare outlays or lower in the 
immediate seven-fiscal-year window. In accordance with 
the Recommendations Clause of the Constitution, the 
President considers this requirement to be advisory and 
not binding.  Nevertheless, the President has put forth 
Budget proposals that would save Medicare $92.3 billion 
over five years and $287.5 billion over ten years. They 
would also save about $49.9 billion in 2014 and bring the 
share of Medicare funded by general revenues below 45 
percent. These savings would be set aside in a reserve 
fund that will finance fundamental health care reform; 
the proposals would also encourage high-quality and ef-
ficient care and reduce excessive payments in Medicare. 

Table 13–3. inTermediaTe acTuarial ProJecTionS For Hi and oaSdi

2010 2020 2030 2050 2085

Percent of Payroll

medicare Hospital insurance (Hi):
Income Rate�  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3�1 3�3 3�3 3�3 3�4
Cost Rate  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3�3 4�2 5�8 8�4 11�6
Annual Balance�  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� –0�2 –1�0 –2�5 –5�0 –8�2

Projection Interval: 25 years 50 years 75 years
Actuarial Balance  �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������  –1�2 –2�5 –3�5

 Percent of Payroll

old age Survivors and disability insurance (oaSdi):
Income Rate�  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 12�8 13�0 13�2 13�2 13�3
Cost Rate  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 11�4 14�1 16�4 16�5 17�6
Annual Balance�  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�5 –1�1 –3�2 –3�3 –4�3

Projection Interval: 25 years 50 years 75 years

Actuarial Balance  �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������  0�4 –1�1 –1�7
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The President believes that enactment of these submitted 
measures would address the warning conditions.

There are a number of limitations to the measure of 
Medicare’s budgetary effects stipulated under the MMA. 
First, the Medicare funding warning uses a metric for 
Medicare that misleadingly frames the program’s prob-
lems in terms of the share of Medicare funded by par-

ticular funding sources. A more significant measure than 
the share of funding sources would be the overall finan-
cial burden of the program on the U.S. economy. Likewise, 
more meaningful metrics may be the number of workers 
for each Medicare beneficiary or Medicare spending as a 
percentage of GDP, as used in this chapter. 

Chart 13-11.  Sources of the Gross Tax Gap
Dollars in billions

Underpayment $33
10% of Total

Underreporting of Liability $285
83% of Total

Nonfiling $27
8% of Total

Table 13–4. SourceS oF THe Tax gaP From income underrePorTing

Contribution
to the Tax Gap 

in billions of dollars

Percent Share
of the Overall

Tax Gap

Business income underreported by individuals  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 148 43

Non-business income underreporting and improper deductions and credits�  �������������������������������� 88 26

Corporate income underreporting�  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 30 9

Other underreporting�  �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 19 6

Total underreporting  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 285 83

PART IV—TAX COMPLIANCE, NATIONAL WEALTH, AND SOCIAL INDICATORS

To obtain a full picture of the Government’s finan-
cial condition, it is necessary to examine a broad range 
of additional information beyond the narrow list of 
Government-owned assets and liabilities. It is even nec-
essary to consider more information than is contained in 
the long-term projections of the budget. This final section 
presents a sample of such additional information. It is in-
tended to provide insight into the full range of resources 
the Government can draw upon to meet its long-term ob-
ligations and also to indicate in a summary way what the 

Nation obtains in exchange for the resources it provides 
the Government.

The first piece of additional information is analysis of 
compliance with the nation’s tax laws, the so-called “tax 
gap.’’ The Government does not collect in a timely man-
ner all of the taxes it is legally owed, as explained in de-
tail below (along with some proposals to narrow the gap). 
That discussion is followed by an investigation of nation-
al wealth and the contributions the Federal Government 
has made to the wealth of private persons and other lev-
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els of government. The final section discusses a range of 
economic and social indicators.

Improving Tax Fairness and Federal Finances 
through Better Tax Compliance 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) collects over 95 
percent of total Federal receipts, including $2.5 trillion in 
2008. However, not every dollar of tax legally owed is ac-
tually paid. The great majority of taxpayers comply with 
the law by filing returns and paying their taxes on time, 
but some do not comply, either because they do not under-
stand their obligations due to the complexity of the tax 
law or because they seek to avoid those obligations. 

Tax Compliance:  In 2006, the IRS released updated 
results of its first large study in two decades of the dif-
ference between taxes owed and taxes actually paid—the 
“tax gap.”  The IRS estimated that taxpayers initially un-
derpaid by $345 billion in 2001. This equates to a volun-
tary compliance rate of 84 percent. Late payments and 
IRS enforcement action reduced this to a net tax gap of 
$290 billion, raising the net compliance rate to 86 per-
cent. The Department of the Treasury does not have es-

timates of the tax gap for the years after 2001, though 
current efforts are underway to provide a new estimate 
and subsequently update it annually. 

Due to changes in methodologies, comparisons between 
the 2001 estimates and those from earlier studies should 
be made cautiously. However, it does appear that the vol-
untary compliance rate has not changed much since the 
1980s. The IRS previously reported voluntary compliance 
rates of 87 percent in 1988, 86 percent in 1985, and 84 
percent in 1983. While the overall compliance rate seems 
to have moved relatively little over time, each one per-
centage point change significantly impacts revenue. A one 
percentage point improvement would increase revenue 
by nearly $30 billion per year, based on recent revenue 
numbers. 

The IRS compliance estimates, primarily based on ran-
dom audits of individuals and businesses, are not precise, 
but give a good general sense of the size of the tax gap and 
patterns in compliance. This sort of information is criti-
cal for effectively targeting IRS enforcement programs 
to yield the greatest improvement with the smallest cost 
and burden on taxpayers. The IRS’ estimates are most 
accurate for underpayments of known taxes as recorded 

Table 13–5. naTional wealTH
(As of the end of the fiscal year, in trillions of  2008 dollars)

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008

aSSeTS 

Publicly Owned Physical Assets:
Structures and Equipment  ���������������������������������������� 2�4 2�7 3�4 4�1 4�3 4�6 5�0 5�6 6�4 7�7 8�2 8�7 8�7

Federally Owned or Financed  ������������������������� 1�4 1�5 1�6 1�8 1�7 2�1 2�2 2�3 2�4 2�5 2�6 2�7 2�8
Federally Owned  ��������������������������������������� 1�2 1�2 1�3 1�2 1�1 1�2 1�3 1�4 1�2 1�1 1�2 1�2 1�2
Grants to State & Local Govt’s�  ����������������� 0�2 0�3 0�4 0�6 0�6 0�8 0�9 1�0 1�2 1�4 1�4 1�5 1�6

Funded by State & Local Govt’s  ���������������������� 1�0 1�3 1�7 2�3 2�6 2�5 2�8 3�2 4�0 5�2 5�6 6�0 5�9
Other Federal Assets�  ����������������������������������������������� 0�5 0�5 0�5 0�6 0�9 1�0 0�9 0�7 1�0 1�7 1�7 1�7 1�5

Subtotal�  ��������������������������������������� 2�9 3�2 3�9 4�8 5�2 5�6 5�9 6�2 7�3 9�4 9�9 10�4 10�2

Privately Owned Physical Assets:
Reproducible Assets�  ������������������������������������������������ 8�1 9�3 11�4 14�7 19�1 20�3 23�1 25�6 31�1 38�0 39�6 40�2 40�2

Residential Structures�  ������������������������������������ 3�2 3�7 4�4 5�6 7�7 7�9 9�1 10�3 12�9 17�4 18�2 18�3 17�6
Nonresidential Plant & Equipment  ������������������� 3�2 3�6 4�6 6�1 7�8 8�6 9�6 10�5 12�7 14�6 15�3 15�7 16�1
Inventories  ������������������������������������������������������� 0�8 0�9 1�0 1�3 1�6 1�5 1�6 1�7 1�9 2�0 2�0 2�1 2�2
Consumer Durables ����������������������������������������� 1�0 1�1 1�4 1�7 2�0 2�2 2�8 3�1 3�6 4�0 4�1 4�1 4�1

Land  �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 2�4 2�9 3�3 4�3 6�6 7�5 7�8 5�8 9�5 18�3 18�8 18�8 14�1
Subtotal  ��������������������������������������� 10�6 12�2 14�8 19�0 25�7 27�8 30�9 31�4 40�6 56�3 58�4 59�0 54�2

Education Capital:
Federally Financed�  �������������������������������������������������� 0�1 0�1 0�3 0�4 0�6 0�7 0�9 1�1 1�4 1�7 1�8 1�9 1�9

Financed from Other Sources�  ���������������������������������� 6�7 9�1 12�2 15�5 19�8 23�1 28�5 33�6 43�0 48�6 50�5 52�9 55�2
Subtotal  ��������������������������������������� 6�8 9�2 12�5 15�9 20�3 23�8 29�4 34�7 44�4 50�3 52�2 54�8 57�2

Research and Development Capital:
Federally Financed R&D�  ������������������������������������������ 0�2 0�4 0�6 0�7 0�7 0�8 1�0 1�1 1�2 1�3 1�4 1�4 1�5
R&D Financed from Other Sources  �������������������������� 0�2 0�2 0�3 0�5 0�6 0�8 1�0 1�3 1�8 2�2 2�3 2�4 2�5

Subtotal  ��������������������������������������� 0�4 0�6 0�9 1�1 1�3 1�6 2�0 2�4 2�9 3�5 3�7 3�8 3�9
Total Assets  ������������������������������������������������������������������� 20�6 25�3 32�0 40�8 52�6 58�8 68�2 74�7 95�3 119�5 124�3 128�0 125�5

Net Claims of Foreigners on U�S� (+)  ����������������������������� -0�1 -0�2 -0�2 -0�1 -0�4 0�0 0�9 1�7 3�4 6�1 6�4 8�2 7�2

Net Wealth  ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 20�7 25�5 32�2 40�9 53�0 58�7 67�3 73�0 91�9 113�4 117�8 119�8 118�3

addenda:
Per Capita Wealth (thousands of 2008 dollars)  �������� 114�9 131�3 157�4 189�7 232�3 246�0 268�4 273�3 324�9 382�6 393�9 396�5 388�1
Ratio of Wealth to GDP (in percent)  ������������������������� 671�3 656�6 694�8 778�5 842�6 782�2 766�2 735�8 758�5 833�6 845�8 836�7 821�0
Total Federally Funded Capital (trillions of 2008 

dollars) ������������������������������������������������������������������ 2�1 2�5 3�0 3�5 3�9 4�6 4�9 5�2 5�9 7�1 7�4 7�7 7�7
Percent of National Wealth  ����������������� 10�3 9�7 9�3 8�6 7�3 7�8 7�3 7�1 6�4 6�3 6�3 6�4 6�5
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in IRS financial systems, and for individual income tax 
compliance studied through the recent National Research 
Program (NRP) random study. Non-filing estimates come 
from studies of census data and are somewhat less pre-
cise. The weakest portions of the IRS’ estimates are in 
areas where no recent studies have been completed and 
the IRS is relying on older data (e.g., for partnerships and 
corporations). 

Of the total tax gap, 83 percent comes from underre-
porting of tax liability (see chart). A significant portion 
of the gap also comes from underpayment of known tax 
debts and people who fail to file returns. Individual in-
come taxes, the largest source of Federal receipts, account 
for 71 percent of the tax gap.

The highest compliance rates come in areas where 
the IRS has good information about income because it is 
reported by third parties (e.g., Form W-2, which reports 
wage income from employers, and Form 1099, which re-
ports various third-party payments, including interest 
from banks). The IRS estimates that 95 percent of income 
with third-party reporting but no tax withholding (e.g., 
interest income, dividends) is declared on taxpayer re-
turns. Where there is tax withholding, as in the case of 
most wages, nearly 99 percent of the amounts reported by 
payers is declared on taxpayer returns. 

Conversely, the rate of underpaid taxes is high for in-
come with little or no third-party reporting. For example, 
an estimated 43 percent of the tax gap comes from busi-
ness income that should be reported on individual returns 
(Forms 1040) but goes unreported to the IRS (see Table 
13–4). 

Improving Tax Compliance:  While the tax gap can 
likely never be entirely eliminated, reducing the gap by 
improving compliance is important because non-compli-
ant taxpayers impose unacceptable burdens on other tax-
payers and on Federal finances, as well as undermine the 
integrity of the tax system. 

The Administration proposes to reduce U.S. tax eva-
sion and avoidance through a series of legislative reforms 
and enforcement actions.  In addition to the legislative 
reforms described in Chapter 17, the 2010 Budget pro-
vides $332 million for a robust set of IRS initiatives to 
implement more vigorously this key compliance strategy, 
particularly in the international tax area. These targeted 
investments will help IRS enforce the law to ensure ev-
eryone meets the obligation to pay taxes, as well as re-
duce the tax gap.  With these resources, IRS will pursue 
four key initiatives: 1) Reduce the tax gap attributable 
to international activities; 2) Improve reporting compli-
ance of small business and high income taxpayers; 3) 
Expand document matching for business taxpayers; and 
4) Address nonfiling/underpayment and collection cover-
age.  Together, these compliance initiatives will bring in 
over $2 billion in additional revenues once the resourc-
es reach full potential in 2012.  The legislative reforms 
would bring in much more.

Though there have been targeted compliance invest-
ments in past Budgets, the 2010 Budget goes further 
than before to address the wide array of international 
tax compliance challenges.  We have witnessed unprec-

edented growth in international entities, transactions, 
and complexity over the past two decades and IRS will 
now be able to catch up to the challenges it faces.  Over 
$128 million of the initiative total will specifically address 
international issues, and will generate an estimated $740 
million in additional revenues in 2012, when the newly 
hired staff reaches its full capacity.

Collectively these efforts will reduce the tax gap and 
improve the fiscal situation of the Government. Equally 
important, better compliance will improve the fairness of 
the tax system by ensuring all taxpayers pay their fair 
share. Implementation depends on effective IRS leader-
ship to improve factors such as technology investments 
and reengineering processes, as well as on the active sup-
port of the Congress to implement tax law changes and 
provide needed funding for these improvements. 

National Wealth

The Government relies on private wealth to support its 
activities. It also contributes to that wealth. Unlike a pri-
vate corporation, the Federal Government routinely in-
vests in ways that do not add directly to its assets. For ex-
ample, Federal grants are frequently used to fund capital 
projects by State or local governments for highways and 
other purposes. Such investments are valuable, but they 
are not owned by the Federal Government and would not 
show up on a balance sheet for the Federal Government. 
It is true, of course, that to the extent these investments 
encourage economic growth, they augment future tax re-
ceipts. The return on investment that comes back to the 
Government in the form of higher taxes, however, is far 
less than what a private investor would require before 
undertaking a similar investment.

The Federal Government also supports education and 
research and development (R&D). These investments 
contribute to future productivity and are analogous to 
investments in physical capital. Indeed, economists have 
computed stocks of human and knowledge capital to re-
flect the accumulation of such investments. Nonetheless, 
such hypothetical capital stocks are obviously not owned 
by the Federal Government, nor would they appear on a 
balance sheet.

To show the importance of these kinds of issues, Table 
13–5 presents a national balance sheet. It includes esti-
mates of national wealth classified into three categories: 
physical assets, education capital, and R&D capital. The 
Federal Government has made contributions to each of 
these types of capital, and these contributions are shown 
separately in the table. At the same time, the private 
wealth shown in Table 13–5 generates future income and 
tax receipts, which finance future public activities. The 
Nation’s wealth sets the ultimate limit on the resources 
available to the Government. 

The table shows that Federal investments are respon-
sible for about 6 percent of total national wealth, includ-
ing education and research and development. This may 
seem like a small fraction, but it represents a large vol-
ume of capital: $7.7 trillion. The Federal contribution is 
down from 10 percent in 1960. Much of this decline re-
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flects the relative shrinkage in the stock of defense capi-
tal, which has fallen from around 35 percent of GDP in 
1960 to about 5 percent in 2008. 

Physical Assets:  The physical assets in the table in-
clude private stocks of plant and equipment, office build-
ings, residential structures, land, and the Government’s 
physical assets such as military hardware and highways. 
Automobiles and consumer appliances are also included 
in this category. The total amount of such capital is vast, 
$64 trillion in 2008, consisting of $54 trillion in private 
physical capital and $10 trillion in public physical capi-
tal (including capital funded by State and local govern-
ments); by comparison, GDP was around $14 trillion in 
2008.   There was a drop in the value of physical capital in 
2008 because of a decline in estimated land values.  This 
is further fallout from the bursting of the housing bubble.  
In the table, land is valued at market prices.

The Federal Government’s contribution to this stock 
of capital includes its own investment in structures and 
equipment of $1.2 trillion plus $1.6 trillion in accumu-
lated grants to State and local governments for capital 
projects. The Federal Government has financed over 20 
percent of all the physical capital held by other levels of 
government.  The Federal Government is also estimated 
to own $1.5 trillion worth of inventories, mineral rights, 
and land.

Education Capital:  Economists have developed the 
concept of human capital to reflect the notion that indi-
viduals and society invest in people as well as in physical 
assets. Investment in education is a good example of how 
human capital is accumulated. Table 13–5 includes an es-
timate of the stock of capital represented by the Nation’s 
investment in formal education and training. The esti-
mate is based on the cost of replacing the years of school-
ing embodied in the U.S. population aged 15 and over; in 
other words, the goal is to measure how much it would 
cost to reeducate the U.S. workforce at today’s prices 
(rather than at the original cost). This is more meaningful 
economically than the historical cost of schooling, and is 
comparable to the methods used to estimate the physical 
capital stocks presented earlier.

Although this is a relatively crude measure, it does 
provide a rough order of magnitude for the current value 
of the investment in education. According to this mea-
sure, the stock of education capital amounted to $55 tril-
lion in 2008, of which about 3 percent was financed by the 
Federal Government. The total stock of education capi-
tal was slightly larger in value than the Nation’s private 
stock of physical capital. The main investors in education 
capital have been State and local governments, parents, 
and students themselves.

Even broader concepts of human capital have been 
proposed. Not all useful training occurs in a schoolroom 
or in formal training programs at work. Much informal 
learning occurs within families or on the job, but measur-
ing its value is very difficult. Labor compensation, howev-
er, amounts to about two-thirds of national income, with 
the other third attributed to capital.  Viewing total labor 
income as the product of human capital suggests that the 
total value of human capital would be twice the value of 

physical capital, assuming that human capital earns a 
similar rate of return. Thus, the estimates offered here 
are in a sense conservative, because they reflect only the 
costs of acquiring formal education and training, which 
is why they are referred to as education capital rather 
than human capital. They constitute that part of total hu-
man capital that can be attributed to formal education 
and training.

Research and Development Capital:  Research and 
development can also be thought of as an investment, 
because R&D represents a current expenditure that is 
made in the expectation of earning a future return. After 
adjusting for depreciation, the flow of R&D investment 
can be added up to provide an estimate of the current 
R&D stock. 4  That stock is estimated to have totaled 
$3.9 trillion in 2008. Although this represents a large 
amount of research, it is a relatively small portion of total 
National wealth. Of this stock, 37 percent was funded by 
the Federal Government.

Liabilities:  When considering how much the United 
States owes as a Nation, the debts that Americans owe to 
one another cancel out. Table 13–5 only shows net totals 
for the Nation. Gross debt is important even though it 
does not appear in Table 13–5. The amount of debt owed 
by Americans to other Americans can exert both positive 
and negative effects on the economy. Americans’ willing-
ness and ability to borrow have made possible consump-
tion and housing purchases that would not have been 
possible without access to credit.  The unsound lending 
practices of recent years and the decline in housing pric-
es, however, have combined to produce a worldwide credit 
crisis in which many traditional sources of credit have 
dried up for American consumers and investors.  The 
Government and the Federal Reserve System have tak-
en aggressive action to restore liquidity to the Nation’s 
credit markets, and these measures have helped stabilize 
financial markets (for more detail about the financial cri-
sis and the economic outlook, see Chapter 12, “Economic 
Assumptions.”)

Because internal debts net out, the only debts that 
show up in Table 13–5 are the debts Americans owe to 
foreigners as a result of investments that foreigners have 
made in the United States. America’s net foreign debt has 
been increasing rapidly in recent years because of the 
imbalance in the U.S. current account.  The current ac-
count deficit, however, has declined from a maximum of 
6.6 percent in the fourth quarter of 2005 to 3.7 percent 
in the fourth quarter of 2008.  It remains high relative 
to historical experience, but it ended the year lower than 
at any time since 2001.  The size of the net foreign debt 
remains relatively small compared with the total stock of 
U.S. assets. In 2008, it amounted to 6 percent of total as-
sets including education and R&D capital.

Federal debt does not appear explicitly in Table 13–5 
because much of it consists of claims held by Americans; 
only that portion of the Federal debt held by foreign-

4  R&D depreciates in the sense that the economic value of applied research and develop-
ment tends to decline with the passage of time, as still newer ideas move the technological 
frontier.
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Table 13–6. economic and Social indicaTorS

Calendar Years 1960 1970 1980 1990 1995 2000 2006 2007 2008

Economic:

Living Standards:
Real GDP per person (2000 dollars)  ����������������������������������������������������������� 13,840 18,392 22,666 28,429 30,128 34,761 37,798 38,192 38,265

average annual percent change (5-year trend)  ���������������������������������� 0�6 2�3 2�6 2�3 1�2 2�9 1�7 1�8 1�6
Real Disposable Income Per Capita Average (2000 dollars)  ����������������������� 9,735 13,563 16,940 21,281 22,153 25,473 28,134 28,648 28,754

average annual percent change (5-year trend)  ���������������������������������� 1�2 3�2 2�1 1�8 0�8 2�8 1�8 1�8 1�6
Median Income: All Households (2007 dollars)  ������������������������������������������� NA 41,620 42,429 46,049 46,034 50,557 49,568 50,233 NA

average annual percent change (5-year trend)  ���������������������������������� NA NA 0�5 1�2 –0�0 1�9 0�0 0�5 NA
Poverty Rate (%) (a)  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 22�2 12�6 13�0 13�5 13�8 11�3 12�3 12�5 NA

Income Inequality:
Income Share of top 1% of All Taxpayers  ���������������������������������������������������� 8�4 7�8 8�2 13�0 13�5 16�5 18�0 NA NA
Income Share of Lower 60% of All Households  ������������������������������������������ 31�8 32�3 31�2 29�3 28�0 27�3 26�5 26�9 NA

Economic Security:

Civilian Unemployment  (%)  ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 5�5 4�9 7�1 5�5 5�6 4�0 4�6 4�6 5�8
CPI-U (% Change)  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1�7 5�9 13�5 5�4 2�8 3�4 3�2 2�9 3�8
Payroll Employment Increase (millions)  ������������������������������������������������������� –0�4 –0�4 0�3 0�3 2�2 2�0 2�1 1�2 –3�1
Managerial or Professional Jobs (% of civilian employment)  ���������������������� NA NA NA 29�2 32�0 33�8 34�9 35�5 36�3

Wealth Creation:

Net National Saving Rate (% of GDP) (b) ���������������������������������������������������� 10�6 8�3 7�4 4�4 4�1 5�9 3�1 1�7 –0�9

Innovation:

Patents Issued to U�S� Residents (thousands)  �������������������������������������������� 42�3 50�6 40�8 52�8 64�4 96�9 102�2 93�7 NA
Multifactor Productivity (average 5 year percent change)  ���������������������������� 1�0 0�8 0�8 0�6 0�5 1�1 1�7 1�5 NA
Nonfarm Output per Hour (average 5 year percent change)  ����������������������� 1�8 2�1 1�1 1�6 1�5 2�5 2�6 2�1 1�9

Environment:

Air Quality:
Nitrogen Oxide Emissions (millions of tons)  ��������������������������������������� 18�2 26�9 27�1 25�5 25�0 22�6 17�7 17�0 NA
Sulfur Dioxide Emissions (millions of tons) ����������������������������������������� 22�3 31�2 25�9 23�1 18�6 16�3 13�5 12�9 NA
Carbon Monoxide (millions of tons)  ���������������������������������������������������� NA 204�0 185�4 154�2 126�8 114�5 92�1 88�3 NA
Lead Emissions (thousands of tons)  �������������������������������������������������� NA 220�9 74�2 5�0 3�9 2�8 1�0 1�0 NA

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tetragrams CO2 equivalent)  �������������������������� NA NA NA 5,202�2 5,625�4 6,227�2 5,963�0 6,047�6 NA

Water Quality:
Population Served by Secondary Treatment or Better (mils) (c) ��������� 57�2 85�7 117�9 146�5 161�1 189�1 NA NA NA

Social:

Families:
Children Living with Mother Only (% of all children)  ��������������������������� 9�2 11�6 18�6 21�6 24�0 22�3 24�0 24�1 NA

Safe Communities:
Violent Crime Rate (per 100,000 population) (d)  �������������������������������� 160�0 364�0 597�0 729�6 684�5 506�5 473�6 466�9 NA
Murder Rate (per 100,000 population) (d)  ������������������������������������������ 5�1 7�8 10�2 9�4 8�2 5�5 5�7 5�6 NA
Murders (per 100,000 Persons Age 14 to 17) (d)  ������������������������������� NA NA 5�9 9�8 11�0 4�8 NA NA NA

Health:
Infant Mortality (per 1000 Live Births)  ������������������������������������������������ 26�0 20�0 12�6 9�2 7�6 6�9 6�6 6�6 NA
Low Birthweight [<2,500 gms] Babies (%)  ����������������������������������������� 7�7 7�9 6�8 7�0 7�3 7�6 8�3 8�2 NA
Life Expectancy at birth (years)  ���������������������������������������������������������� 69�7 70�8 73�7 75�4 75�8 77�0 78�1 NA NA
Cigarette Smokers (% population 18 and older) (e)  ��������������������������� NA 39�2 33�0 25�3 24�6 23�2 20�8 19�7 20�8
Overweight (% population with Body-Mass Index>25�0)  �������������������� NA NA NA NA 52�1 56�9 61�8 63�0 NA

Learning:
High School Graduates (% of population 25 and older)  ��������������������� 44�6 55�2 68�6 77�6 81�7 84�1 85�5 85�7 NA
College Graduates (% of population 25 and older)  ���������������������������� 8�4 11�0 17�0 21�3 23�0 25�6 28�0 28�7 NA
National Assessment of Educational Progress (c)  �����������������������������

Reading 17-year olds  ������������������������������������������������������������ NA NA 285�0 290�0 288�0 287�4 NA NA NA
Mathematics 17-year olds  ����������������������������������������������������� NA NA 299�0 305�0 306�5 307�8 NA NA NA

Participation:
Individual Charitable Giving per Capita (2007 dollars)   ���������������������� 294�7 421�4 449�9 514�1 486�7 744�0 767�3 759�0 NA

(by election year)  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� (1960) (1972) (1980) (1988) (1992) (1996) (2000) (2004) (2008)
Voting for President  (% eligible population) (f)  ���������������������������������� 63�8 56�2 54�2 52�8 58�1 51�7 54�2 60�1 61�7

(a) The poverty rate does not reflect noncash government transfers�
(b) 2008 through Q3 only�
(c) Data interpolated in some years�
(d ) Not all crimes are reported, and the fraction that go unreported may have varied over time, preliminary data for 2006�
(e) Data for 2008 covers only January-June�
(f) As computed by Professor Michael McDonald, George Mason University, after adjusting the population for those not eligible to vote in Presidential elections�
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ers is included, along with the other debts to foreigners. 
Comparing the Federal Government’s net liabilities with 
total national wealth, however, does provide another indi-
cation of the relative magnitude of the imbalance in the 
Government’s accounts. Federal net liabilities, as reported 
in Table 13–1, amounted to 7 percent of net U.S. wealth, 
as shown in Table 13–5. Prospectively, however, Federal 
liabilities are a much larger share of national wealth, as 
indicated by the long-run projections in Part III.

Social Indicators

There are certain broad responsibilities that are 
unique to the Federal Government. Especially impor-
tant are preserving national security, fostering healthy 
economic conditions including sound economic growth, 
promoting health and social welfare, and protecting the 
environment. Table 13–6 offers a rough cut of informa-
tion that can be useful in assessing how well the Federal 
Government has been doing in promoting the domestic 
portion of these general objectives.

The indicators shown in Table 13–6 are only a subset 
drawn from the vast array of available data on conditions in 
the United States. In choosing indicators for this table, prior-
ity is given to measures that are consistently available over 
an extended period. Such indicators make it easier to draw 
comparisons and establish trends. In some cases, however, 
this means choosing indicators with significant limitations.

The individual measures in this table are influenced 
to varying degrees by many Government policies and 
programs, as well as by external factors beyond the 
Government’s control. They do not measure the out-
comes of Government policies, because they generally do 
not show the direct results of Government activities, but 
they do provide a quantitative measure of the progress or 

lack of progress toward some of the ultimate goals that 
Government policy is intended to promote.

Such a table can serve two functions. First, it highlights 
areas where the Federal Government might need to modi-
fy its current practices or consider new approaches. Where 
there are clear signs of deteriorating conditions, correc-
tive action might be appropriate. Second, the table pro-
vides a context for evaluating other data on Government 
activities. For example, Government actions that weaken 
its own financial position may be appropriate when they 
promote a broader social objective. The Government can-
not avoid making such trade-offs because of its size and 
the broad-ranging effects of its actions. Monitoring these 
effects and incorporating them in the Government’s poli-
cy making is a major challenge.

Despite a general pattern of progress in economic and 
social conditions since the 1960s, not all of the indicators 
in the table show improvement.  The poverty rate fell 
sharply from 1960 to 1970 but since then the poverty rate 
has shown no further sustained improvement.  Income 
inequality, which was unchanging in the 1960s, began 
to rise in the 1970s and by the early years of this cen-
tury had reached levels not seen since before the Great 
Depression.  Some of the trends in these indicators turned 
around in the 1990s. Perhaps most notable has been the 
turnaround in the crime rate. After reaching a peak in the 
early 1990s, violent crime fell by a third. The turnaround 
was especially dramatic in the murder rate, which has 
been lower since 1998 than at any time since the 1960s, 
although the last three years have seen an uptick. The 
current recession has had a negative effect on some of 
these indicators: the unemployment rate has increased, 
and real GDP has declined. Further deterioration is ex-
pected in 2009, but the Government has acted decisively 
to address the economic and financial crisis.  

TECHNICAL NOTE: SOURCES OF DATA AND METHODS OF ESTIMATING

Long-Range Budget Projections

The long-range budget projections are based on demo-
graphic and economic assumptions. A simplified model of 
the Federal budget, developed at OMB, is used to compute 
the budgetary implications of these assumptions. 

Demographic and Economic Assumptions:  For the 
years 2009–2019, the assumptions are drawn from the 
Administration’s economic projections used for the 2010 
Budget. These budget assumptions reflect the President’s 
policy proposals. The economic assumptions are extended 
beyond this interval by holding inflation, interest rates, 
and the unemployment rate constant at the levels as-
sumed in the final year of the budget forecast. Population 
growth and labor force growth are extended using the 
intermediate assumptions from the 2008 Social Security 
trustees’ report. The projected rate of growth for real GDP 

is built up from the labor force assumptions and an as-
sumed rate of productivity growth. Productivity growth 
is assumed to equal the average rate of growth in the 
Budget’s economic assumptions.  Over the long term—

•	 CPI inflation holds stable at 2.1 percent per year; the 
unemployment rate is constant at 5.0 percent; and the 
yield on 10-year Treasury notes is steady at 5.2 percent.

•	 Real GDP per hour, a measure of productivity, grows 
at the same average rate as in the Administration’s 
medium-term projections—2.0 percent per year.

•	 Consistent with the demographic assumptions in 
the trustees’ reports, U.S. population growth slows 
from around 1 percent per year to about two-thirds 
that rate by 2030, and slower rates of growth beyond 
that point.  By the end of the projection period it is 
as low as 0.4 percent per year.
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•	 Real GDP growth declines because of the slowdown 
in population growth and the increase in the popula-
tion over age 65, who supply less work effort than 
younger people do. Historically, real GDP has grown 
at an average yearly rate of 3.3 percent. In these 
projections, average real GDP growth declines to 
around 2.4 percent per year.

The economic and demographic projections described 
above are set by assumption and do not automatically change 
in response to changes in the budget outlook. This is unrealis-
tic, but it simplifies comparisons of alternative policies. 

Budget Projections:  For the period through 2019, re-
ceipts follow the budget’s policy projections. After 2019, 
tax receipts rise relative to GDP, reflecting “real bracket 
creap.” Discretionary spending follows the policies in the 
Budget over the next ten years and grows at the rate of 
growth in nominal GDP afterwards. Other spending also 
aligns with the Budget through the budget horizon. Long-
run Social Security spending is projected by the Social 
Security actuaries using this Chapter’s long-range as-
sumptions. Medicare benefits are projected based on the 
estimates in the 2008 Medicare trustees’ report, adjust-
ed for differences in the assumed inflation rate and the 
growth rate in real GDP per capita, and further adjusted 
for the estimated long-run effects of the Administration’s 
policy proposals. Federal pensions are drawn from the 
2008 Financial Report of the United States Government 
and previous reports.  Medicaid outlays are based on 
the economic and demographic projections in the model. 
Other entitlement programs are projected based on rules 
of thumb linking program spending to elements of the 
economic and demographic projections such as the pov-
erty rate. 

Federally Owned Assets and Liabilities

Financial Assets:  The principal source of data is the 
Federal Reserve Board’s Flow-of-Funds Accounts. 

Fixed Reproducible Capital:  Estimates were developed 
from the OMB historical data base for physical capital 
outlays and software purchases. The data base extends 
back to 1940 and was supplemented by data from other 
selected sources for 1915–1939. The source data are in 
current dollars. To estimate investment flows in constant 
dollars, it was necessary to deflate the nominal invest-
ment series. This was done using chained price indexes 
for Federal investment from the National Income and 
Product Accounts. The resulting capital stocks were ag-
gregated into nine categories and depreciated using geo-
metric rates roughly following those used by the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis in its estimates of physical capital 
stocks.

Fixed Nonreproducible Capital: Historical estimates 
for the value of Federal land holdings in the period 1960–
1985 were drawn from estimates in Michael J. Boskin, 
Marc S. Robinson, and Alan M. Huber, “Government 
Saving, Capital Formation and Wealth in the United 
States, 1947–1985,” published in The Measurement of 
Saving, Investment, and Wealth, edited by Robert E. 

Lipsey and Helen Stone Tice (The University of Chicago 
Press, 1989). Estimates were updated using changes in 
the value of private land from the Flow-of-Funds Balance 
Sheets and from the Agriculture Department for farm 
land. The value of Federal proven reserves of oil and natu-
ral gas deposits were based on data from the Department 
of Energy and valued at contemporary market prices for 
oil and gas.

Inventories: Recent years’ data are from the Financial 
Report of the United States Government.  For the period 
prior to 1995, data are from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis.

Debt Held by the Public:  Treasury data.
Insurance and Guarantee Liabilities:  Sources of data 

are the OMB Pension Guarantee Model and OMB esti-
mates based on program data. Historical data on liabili-
ties for deposit insurance were also drawn from CBO’s 
study, The Economic Effects of the Savings and Loan 
Crisis, issued January 1992.

Pension and Post-Employment Health Liabilities: 
The accrued liabilities for Federal retiree pensions and 
retiree health insurance along with the liability for 
Veterans disability compensation were derived from the 
Financial Report of the United States Government (and 
the Consolidated Financial Statement for some earlier 
years). Prior to 1976, the values were extrapolated. 

Other Liabilities: The source of data for trade payables 
and miscellaneous liabilities is the Federal Reserve’s 
Flow-of-Funds Accounts. The Financial Report of the 
United States Government was the source for benefits due 
and payable.

Environmental Liabilities: The source of data for en-
vironmental liabilities was the Financial Report of the 
United States Government. Prior to 1994, the estimates 
were extrapolated assuming a constant ratio to GDP.

National Balance Sheet

Publicly Owned Physical Assets:  Basic sources of data 
for the federally owned or financed stocks of capital are the 
Federal investment flows described in Chapter 6. Federal 
grants for State and local government capital are added, 
together with adjustments for inflation and depreciation 
in the same way as described above for direct Federal in-
vestment. Data for total State and local government capi-
tal come from the revised capital stock data prepared by 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis extrapolated for 2008.

Privately Owned Physical Assets:  Data are from the 
Flow-of-Funds national balance sheets and from the pri-
vate net capital stock estimates prepared by the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis extrapolated for 2008 using in-
vestment data from the National Income and Product 
Accounts.

Education Capital:  The stock of education capital is 
computed by valuing the cost of replacing the total years 
of education embodied in the U.S. population 15 years of 
age and older at the current cost of providing schooling. 
The estimated cost includes both direct expenditures in 
the private and public sectors and an estimate of stu-
dents’ forgone earnings, i.e., it reflects the opportunity 
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cost of education. Estimates of students’ forgone earnings 
are based on the minimum wage for high-school students 
and year-round, full-time earnings of 18–24 year olds for 
college students. These year-round earnings are reduced 
by 25 percent because students are usually out of school 
three months of the year. Yearly earnings by age and edu-
cational attainment are from the Bureau of the Census.

For this presentation, Federal investment in education 
capital is a portion of the Federal outlays included in the 
conduct of education and training. This portion includes 
direct Federal outlays and grants for elementary, second-
ary, and vocational education and for higher education. 
The data exclude Federal outlays for physical capital at 
educational institutions because these outlays are clas-
sified elsewhere as investment in physical capital. The 
data also exclude outlays under the GI Bill; outlays for 
graduate and post-graduate education spending in HHS, 
Defense and Agriculture; and most outlays for vocational 
training. The Federal share of the total education stock 
in each year is estimated by averaging the prior years’ 
shares of Federal education outlays in total education 
costs.

Data on investment in education financed from other 
sources come from educational institution reports on the 
sources of their funds, published in U.S. Department of 
Education, Digest of Education Statistics. Nominal ex-
penditures were deflated by the implicit price deflator for 
GDP to convert them to constant dollar values. Education 
capital is assumed not to depreciate, but to be retired 
when a person dies. An education capital stock comput-
ed using this method with different source data can be 
found in Walter McMahon, “Relative Returns to Human 
and Physical Capital in the U.S. and Efficient Investment 
Strategies,’’ Economics of Education Review, Vol. 10, 
No. 4, 1991. The method is described in detail in Walter 
McMahon, Investment in Higher Education, Lexington 
Books, 1974.

Research and Development Capital:  The stock of R&D 
capital financed by the Federal Government was devel-
oped from a data base that measures the conduct of R&D. 
The data exclude Federal outlays for physical capital used 
in R&D because such outlays are classified elsewhere 
as investment in federally financed physical capital. 
Nominal outlays were deflated using the GDP deflator to 
convert them to constant dollar values.

Federally funded capital stock estimates were pre-
pared using the perpetual inventory method, in which 

annual investment flows are cumulated to arrive at a 
capital stock. This stock was adjusted for depreciation by 
assuming an annual rate of depreciation of 10 percent on 
the estimated stock of applied research and development. 
Basic research is assumed not to depreciate. These are 
the same assumptions used in a study published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics estimating the R&D stocks 
financed by private industry (U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “The Impact of Research and 
Development on Productivity Growth,’’ Bulletin 2331, 
September 1989). Chapter 6 of this volume contains ad-
ditional details on the estimates of the total federally fi-
nanced R&D stock, as well as its national defense and 
nondefense components.

A similar method was used to estimate the stock of 
R&D capital financed from sources other than the Federal 
Government. The component financed by universities, 
colleges, and other nonprofit organizations is estimated 
based on data from the National Science Foundation, 
Surveys of Science Resources. The industry-financed R&D 
stock component is estimated from that source and from 
the U.S. Department of Labor, “The Impact of Research 
and Development on Productivity Growth,’’ Bulletin 2331, 
September 1989.

Experimental estimates of R&D capital stocks have 
been prepared by BEA. The results are described in “A 
Satellite Account for Research and Development,” Survey 
of Current Business, November 1994. These BEA esti-
mates are lower than those presented here primarily be-
cause BEA assumes that the stock of basic research de-
preciates, while the estimates in Table 13–5 assume that 
basic research does not depreciate. BEA also assumed a 
slightly higher rate of depreciation for applied research 
and development, 11 percent, compared with the 10 per-
cent rate used here. 

Sources of Data and Assumptions for Estimating 
Social Indicators

The main sources for the data in this table are the 
Government statistical agencies. The data are all pub-
licly available, and can be found in such general sources 
as the annual Economic Report of the President and the 
Statistical Abstract of the United States or from the re-
spective agencies’ web sites.
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The National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs) are 
an integrated set of statistics prepared by the Department 
of Commerce that measure aggregate U.S. economic activ-
ity. Because the NIPAs include Federal transactions and 
are widely used in economic analysis, it is important to 
understand the differences between the NIPAs’ distinc-
tive presentation of Federal transactions and that of the 
budget.

The main purpose of the NIPAs is to measure the 
Nation’s total production of goods and services, known as 
gross domestic product (GDP), and the incomes generated 
in its production. GDP excludes intermediate product to 
avoid double counting. Government consumption expen-
ditures along with government gross investment—State 
and local as well as Federal—are included in GDP as part 
of final output, together with personal consumption ex-
penditures, gross private domestic investment, and net 
exports of goods and services (exports minus imports).

Not all government expenditures are counted in GDP.  
Benefit payments to individuals, grants to State and local 
governments, subsidies, and interest payments are not 
purchases of final output and are therefore not included 
in GDP.  However, these transactions are recorded in the 
NIPA government account that records current receipts 
and expenditures (including depreciation on government 
gross investment) because all of these affect the govern-
ment’s claim on economic resources.

Federal transactions are included in the NIPAs as part 
of the government sector. 1 The Federal subsector is de-
signed to measure certain important economic effects of 
Federal transactions in a way that is consistent with the 
conceptual framework of the entire set of integrated ac-
counts. The NIPA Federal subsector is not itself a budget, 
because it is not a financial plan for proposing, determin-
ing, and controlling the fiscal activities of the Government. 
For example, it omits from its current receipts and cur-
rent expenditures certain “capital transfers’’ (such as es-
tate and gift tax receipts) that are recorded in the budget.  
NIPA concepts also differ in many other ways from budget 
concepts, and therefore the NIPA presentation of Federal 
finances is significantly different from that of the budget.

Differences between the NIPAs and the Budget

Federal transactions in the NIPAs are measured ac-
cording to NIPA accounting concepts and as a result they 
differ from the budget in netting and grossing, timing, 
and coverage. These differences cause current receipts 
and expenditures in the NIPAs to differ from total re-
ceipts and outlays in the budget, albeit by relatively small 

1 The NIPA government sector consists of the Federal subsector and a State and local subsec-
tor that is a single set of transactions for all U.S. State and local units of government, treated 
as a consolidated entity.

amounts. 2 Differences in timing and coverage also cause 
the NIPA measure of net Federal Government saving to 
differ from the budget surplus or deficit. Unlike timing 
and coverage differences, netting and grossing differences 
have equal effects on receipts and expenditures and thus 
have no effect on net Government saving. The NIPAs also 
combine transactions into different categories from those 
used in the budget.

 Netting and grossing differences arise because the 
budget records certain transactions as offsets to outlays 
that are recorded as current receipts in the NIPAs (or 
vice versa). The budget treats as governmental receipts 
all income that comes to the Government due to its sov-
ereign powers—mainly, but not exclusively, taxes. The 
budget offsets against outlays any income that arises 
from voluntary business-type transactions with the pub-
lic. The NIPAs generally follow this concept as well, and 
income to Government revolving accounts (such as the 
Government Printing Office) is offset against their ex-
penditures. However, the NIPAs have a narrower defini-
tion of “business-type transactions’’ than does the budget. 
Rents and royalties, and some regulatory or inspection 
fees, which are classified as offsets to outlays in the bud-
get, are recorded in the NIPAs as Government receipts 
(income receipts on assets and current transfer receipts, 
respectively). The NIPAs include Medicare premiums as 
Government receipts, while the budget classifies them as 
business-type transactions (offsetting receipts). In addi-
tion, the NIPAs treat the net surplus of Government en-
terprises, such as the Postal Service, as a component of 
current receipts.

In the budget, any intragovernmental income paid 
from one account to another is offset against outlays rath-
er than being recorded as a receipt so that total outlays 
and receipts measure only transactions with the public. 
For example, Government contributions for Federal em-
ployee social insurance (such as Social Security) are offset 
against outlays. In contrast, the NIPAs treat the Federal 
Government like any other employer and show contribu-
tions for Federal employee social insurance as expendi-
tures by the employing agencies and as current receipts, 
rather than offsets against outlays. The NIPAs also dis-
play certain transactions that are not recorded explicitly 
in the budget. For example, unemployment benefits for 
Federal employees are financed by direct appropriations 
rather than social insurance contributions. The NIPAs 
impute the social insurance contributions to the expendi-
tures of employing agencies—again, treating the Federal 
Government like any other employer.

 Timing differences for receipts occur because the 
NIPAs generally record business taxes when they accrue, 

2 Over the period 1994–2008, NIPA current expenditures averaged 3.6 percent higher than 
budget outlays, while NIPA current receipts averaged 2.6 percent higher than budget receipts.

14. NATIONAL INCOME AND PRODUCT ACCOUNTS
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while the budget generally records receipts when they 
are received. Thus the NIPAs attribute corporations’ fi-
nal settlement payments back to the quarter(s) in which 
the profits that gave rise to the tax liability occurred. The 
delay between accrual of liability and Treasury receipt 
of payment can result in significant timing differences 
between NIPA and budget measures of receipts for any 
given accounting period.

Timing differences also occur for expenditures. When 
the first day of a month falls on a weekend or holiday, 
monthly benefit checks normally deposited on the first day 
of the month may be deposited a day or two earlier; the 
budget then reflects two payments in one month and none 
the next. As a result, the budget totals occasionally reflect 
13 monthly payments in one year and only 11 the next. 
NIPA expenditure figures always reflect 12 benefit pay-
ments per year, giving rise to a timing difference compared 
to the budget.

Coverage differences  arise on the expenditure side be-
cause of the NIPA treatment of Government investment. 
The budget includes outlays for Federal investments as 
they are paid, while the NIPA Federal current account 
excludes current investments but includes a depreciation 
charge on past investments (“consumption of general gov-
ernment fixed capital’’) as part of “current expenditures.’’ 
The inclusion of depreciation on fixed capital (structures, 
equipment and software) in current expenditures can be 
thought of as a proxy for the services that capital renders; 
i.e., for its contribution to Government output of public 
services. The depreciation charge is not a full reflection of 
capital services, however, since it does not include the net 
return to capital that in a private corporation would ap-
pear as interest income or profit. The NIPAs would need 
to include an imputed interest charge for government 
capital to assure a fully parallel treatment.

Certain items in the budget are excluded from the 
NIPA Federal current account because they are relat-
ed to the acquisition or sale of assets, and not linked 
to current consumption or income. Examples include 
Federal grants to State and local governments for capi-
tal investment, investment subsidies to business, lump 
sum payments to amortize the unfunded liability of the 
Uniformed Services Retiree Health Care Fund and the 
Postal Service Retiree Health Benefits Fund, and for-
giveness of debt owed by foreign governments. Likewise, 
estate and gift taxes, included in budget receipts, are 
excluded from NIPA current receipts as being capital 
transfers. The NIPAs also exclude the proceeds from the 
sales of nonproduced assets such as land. Bonuses paid 
on Outer Continental Shelf oil leases and proceeds from 
broadcast spectrum auctions are shown as offsetting re-
ceipts in the budget and are deducted from budget out-
lays. In the NIPAs these transactions are excluded from 
the Federal current account as an exchange of assets 
with no current production involved. The NIPAs are not 
strictly consistent in this interpretation, however, since 
they do include in total revenues the taxation of capital 

gains. Also unlike the budget, the NIPAs currently ex-
clude transactions with U.S. territories. 3

The treatment of Government pension plan income 
and outgo creates a coverage difference. Whereas the 
budget treats employee payments to these pension plans 
as governmental receipts, and employer contributions by 
agencies as offsets to outlays because they are intragov-
ernmental, the NIPAs treat employer contributions as 
personal income and employee payments as a transfer 
of income within the household sector, in the same way 
as it treats contributions to pension plans in the pri-
vate (household) sector. Likewise, the budget records a 
Government check to a retired Government employee as 
an outlay, but under NIPA concepts, no Government ex-
penditure occurs at that time; the payment is treated (like 
private pension payments) as a transfer of income within 
the household sector.

Financial transactions such as loan disbursements, 
loan repayments, loan asset sales, and loan guarantees 
are excluded from the NIPA current accounts on the 
grounds that such transactions simply involve an ex-
change of assets rather than current production, income, 
or consumption. In contrast, under the Federal Credit 
Reform Act of 1990, the budget records the estimated sub-
sidy cost of the direct loan or loan guarantee as an outlay 
at the time when the loan is disbursed. The cash flows 
with the public are recorded in nonbudgetary accounts as 
a means of financing the budget rather than as budgetary 
transactions. This treatment recognizes that a Federal di-
rect loan is an exchange of assets with equal value after 
allowing for the subsidy to the borrower implied by the 
terms of the loan. It also recognizes the subsidy element 
in loan guarantees. In the NIPAs, these subsidies are not 
recognized.  Exclusion from the NIPA current accounts 
of asset purchases, direct loans, and loan guarantees un-
der the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) and other 
financial stabilization measures gives rise to the largest 
difference between budget and NIPA expenditures totals 
in 2009.

 The NIPAs, like the budget, include all interest transac-
tions with the public, including interest received by and 
paid to the loan financing accounts; and both the NIPAs 
and the budget include administrative costs of credit 
program operations.

Similarly to loan transactions, deposit insurance out-
lays for resolving failed banks and thrift institutions are 
excluded from the NIPAs on the grounds that there are no 
offsetting current income flows from these transactions. 
This exclusion creates a particularly large difference in 
2009, because of anticipated large outlays to liquidate 
failed bank deposits.  In a similar episode in 1991, this 
exclusion was the largest difference between the NIPAs 
and the budget and made NIPA net Government saving 
a significantly smaller negative number than the budget 
deficit that year. In subsequent years, as assets acquired 
from failed financial institutions were sold, these collec-
tions tended to make the budget deficit a smaller negative 
figure than NIPA net Federal Government saving.  

3  Beginning with the NIPA comprehensive revisions scheduled for July 2009, government 
transactions with U.S. territories will be included in transactions with the rest of the world.
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Federal Sector Current Receipts

Table 14–1 shows the NIPA classification of Federal 
current receipts in five major categories and four of the 
subcategories used to measure taxes, which are similar 
to the budget categories but with some significant differ-
ences.

Current tax receipts is the largest category of current 
receipts, and its personal current taxes subcategory—
composed primarily of the individual income tax—is the 
largest single subcategory. The NIPAs’ taxes on corporate 
income subcategory differs in classification from the cor-
responding budget category primarily because the NIPAs 
include the deposit of earnings of the Federal Reserve 
System as corporate income taxes, while the budget 
treats these collections as miscellaneous receipts. (The 
timing difference between the NIPAs and the budget is 
especially large for corporate receipts.) The taxes on pro-
duction and imports subcategory is composed of excise 
taxes and customs duties.

Contributions for Government social insurance is the 
second largest category of current receipts. It differs from 
the corresponding budget category primarily because: 
(1) the NIPAs include Federal employer contributions 
for social insurance as a governmental receipt, while the 
budget offsets these contributions against outlays as un-
distributed offsetting receipts; (2) the NIPAs include pre-

miums for Parts B and D of Medicare as governmental re-
ceipts, while the budget nets them against outlays; (3) the 
NIPAs treat Government employee contributions to their 
pension plans as a transfer of personal income within the 
household sector (as if the pension system were private), 
while the budget includes them in governmental receipts; 
and (4) the NIPAs impute employer contributions for 
Federal employees’ unemployment insurance and work-
ers’ compensation.

The income receipts on assets category consists main-
ly of interest payments received on Government direct 
loans (such as student loans) and rents and royalties on 
Outer Continental Shelf oil leases. The current transfer 
receipts category consists primarily of deposit insurance 
premiums, fees, fines and other receipts from both indi-
viduals and businesses, less insurance settlements from 
the National Flood Insurance Program—virtually all of 
which are netted against outlays in the budget. The cur-
rent surplus (or deficit) of Government enterprises cat-
egory is the profit or loss of “Government enterprises,’’ 
such as the Postal Service, which are business-type op-
erations of Government that usually appear in the budget 
as public enterprise revolving funds. Depreciation (con-
sumption of enterprise fixed capital) is netted in calculat-
ing the current surplus of Government enterprises.  

gains. Also unlike the budget, the NIPAs currently ex-
clude transactions with U.S. territories. 3

The treatment of Government pension plan income 
and outgo creates a coverage difference. Whereas the 
budget treats employee payments to these pension plans 
as governmental receipts, and employer contributions by 
agencies as offsets to outlays because they are intragov-
ernmental, the NIPAs treat employer contributions as 
personal income and employee payments as a transfer 
of income within the household sector, in the same way 
as it treats contributions to pension plans in the pri-
vate (household) sector. Likewise, the budget records a 
Government check to a retired Government employee as 
an outlay, but under NIPA concepts, no Government ex-
penditure occurs at that time; the payment is treated (like 
private pension payments) as a transfer of income within 
the household sector.

Financial transactions such as loan disbursements, 
loan repayments, loan asset sales, and loan guarantees 
are excluded from the NIPA current accounts on the 
grounds that such transactions simply involve an ex-
change of assets rather than current production, income, 
or consumption. In contrast, under the Federal Credit 
Reform Act of 1990, the budget records the estimated sub-
sidy cost of the direct loan or loan guarantee as an outlay 
at the time when the loan is disbursed. The cash flows 
with the public are recorded in nonbudgetary accounts as 
a means of financing the budget rather than as budgetary 
transactions. This treatment recognizes that a Federal di-
rect loan is an exchange of assets with equal value after 
allowing for the subsidy to the borrower implied by the 
terms of the loan. It also recognizes the subsidy element 
in loan guarantees. In the NIPAs, these subsidies are not 
recognized.  Exclusion from the NIPA current accounts 
of asset purchases, direct loans, and loan guarantees un-
der the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) and other 
financial stabilization measures gives rise to the largest 
difference between budget and NIPA expenditures totals 
in 2009.

 The NIPAs, like the budget, include all interest transac-
tions with the public, including interest received by and 
paid to the loan financing accounts; and both the NIPAs 
and the budget include administrative costs of credit 
program operations.

Similarly to loan transactions, deposit insurance out-
lays for resolving failed banks and thrift institutions are 
excluded from the NIPAs on the grounds that there are no 
offsetting current income flows from these transactions. 
This exclusion creates a particularly large difference in 
2009, because of anticipated large outlays to liquidate 
failed bank deposits.  In a similar episode in 1991, this 
exclusion was the largest difference between the NIPAs 
and the budget and made NIPA net Government saving 
a significantly smaller negative number than the budget 
deficit that year. In subsequent years, as assets acquired 
from failed financial institutions were sold, these collec-
tions tended to make the budget deficit a smaller negative 
figure than NIPA net Federal Government saving.  

3  Beginning with the NIPA comprehensive revisions scheduled for July 2009, government 
transactions with U.S. territories will be included in transactions with the rest of the world.

TREATMENT OF FINANCIAL STABILIzATION PROGRAMS

U.S. financial stabilization efforts include programs administered by Executive Branch agencies (principally Treasury, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)) and by the Federal 
Reserve.  The Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP), administered by Treasury, has injected capital into banks and other 
financial institutions by purchasing preferred stock, guaranteed assets of financial institutions, and provided loans and 
other support to the auto industry.  Treasury has also provided support for the major Government Sponsored Enterprises 
(GSEs) in the housing area, the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage 
Corporation (Freddie Mac), which have been placed under conservatorship by the Federal Housing Finance Administra-
tion, including purchasing GSE preferred stock and purchasing mortgage-backed securities issued by GSEs.  The FDIC and 
NCUA have taken steps to provide liquidity to the banking industry.

The Executive Branch actions in support of financial stabilization give rise to a number of differences between the budget 
and the NIPAs.  As mentioned in the main text, all deposit insurance transactions of the FDIC and NCUA are recorded on 
a cash basis in the budget, but only premiums are included in the NIPAs.  Likewise, purchase of GSE preferred stock is 
recorded in the budget on a cash basis, but is excluded from the NIPA current accounts; GSE preferred stock purchases, 
however, are scored as capital transfers.    

Many of the Treasury’s financial stabilization programs, including TARP equity purchases, are recorded in the budget on a 
credit basis, in which the budget recognizes the estimated subsidy value of direct loans, loan guarantees, and equity purchas-
es at the time the loan or purchase is made.  Under the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, this credit treatment 
was extended to equity purchases under the TARP, as well as loans.  As mentioned in the text, the NIPAs normally exclude 
the principal disbursements and repayments of credit transactions as exchanges of assets with no current production in-
volved; the interest and dividend receipts, however, are included in NIPA current receipts as receipts on assets.  For certain 
transactions, the NIPAs recognize the subsidy conveyed by these transactions by recording capital transfers, calculated as 
the difference between the actual price paid for the financial asset and an estimate of its market value.  This capital transfer 
treatment applies to preferred stock purchases and purchases of warrants for common stock.

Both the budget and the NIPAs treat the Federal Reserve System as if it were a non-Federal entity; thus, those financial 
stabilization efforts undertaken by the Federal Reserve (assistance to AIG and Bear Stearns, for example) are not scored in 
either the budget or NIPA current expenditures.  Both the budget and the NIPAs treat GSEs in a similar way to their treat-
ment of the Fed, and they continue to treat the two GSEs in conservatorship in the same manner.
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Table 14–1. Federal TranSacTionS in THe naTional income and ProducT accounTS, 1999-2010
(In billions of dollars)

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Estimate

2009 2010

currenT receiPTS

Current tax receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������� 1165�2 1305�6 1266�9 1089�7 1065�9 1113�8 1344�5 1530�8 1634�5 1553�0 1244�4 1425�8
Personal current taxes  ����������������������������������������������������� 868�5 987�4 993�8 851�1 781�7 778�7 914�8 1033�6 1142�1 1110�0 924�8 1067�5
Taxes on production and imports  ������������������������������������� 82�5 87�8 86�4 86�4 89�1 93�2 98�9 98�3 97�6 100�8 103�8 108�9
Taxes on corporate income  ��������������������������������������������� 207�9 223�5 179�5 144�7 186�8 232�7 318�8 387�2 380�2 327�5 199�2 232�9
Taxes from the rest of the world ��������������������������������������� 6�2 6�8 7�1 7�4 8�3 9�3 12�0 11�6 14�5 14�8 16�5 16�5

Contributions for Government social insurance  �������������������� 642�2 687�8 713�8 729�6 749�9 795�1 842�1 889�8 934�1 970�4 989�2 1025�8
Income receipts on assets  ���������������������������������������������������� 20�9 24�3 26�4 21�3 21�4 23�7 24�5 24�9 27�9 32�1 130�6 169�8
Current transfer receipts  ������������������������������������������������������� 21�8 24�9 26�5 25�5 24�7 27�7 14�3 35�1 36�8 42�5 73�1 73�0
Current surplus of Government enterprises  ������������������������� 0�3 –1�3 –6�5 –1�1 2�5 0�2 –5�5 –4�1 –2�6 –3�1 –7�0 –11�0

Total current receipts  ..................................... 1850�3 2041�2 2027�1 1865�0 1864�4 1960�6 2220�0 2476�6 2630�8 2594�8 2430�4 2683�4

currenT exPendiTureS

Consumption expenditures  ��������������������������������������������������� 469�5 496�0 519�7 575�5 648�0 706�6 758�4 798�5 837�3 915�0 1025�0 1087�5
Defense  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 307�2 321�2 335�7 368�4 424�5 470�4 508�9 532�1 566�9 624�1 684�7 712�5
Nondefense  ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 162�3 174�8 184�0 207�1 223�5 236�2 249�5 266�4 270�5 290�9 340�3 375�0

Current transfer payments  ���������������������������������������������������� 976�3 1023�2 1108�0 1216�6 1308�9 1377�5 1459�1 1545�1 1643�4 1783�4 2063�8 2226�2
Government social benefits  ��������������������������������������������� 733�0 762�7 823�6 900�9 956�3 1005�1 1068�1 1151�7 1240�8 1359�6 1545�8 1622�2
Grants-in-aid to State and local governments  ����������������� 227�7 244�1 268�2 296�7 329�3 347�6 359�4 360�3 370�4 388�2 481�1 558�1
Other transfers to the rest of the world  ���������������������������� 15�7 16�4 16�3 19�0 23�2 24�7 31�7 33�1 32�2 35�6 36�9 45�9

Interest payments  ����������������������������������������������������������������� 285�9 283�3 267�9 234�9 214�6 216�8 242�8 284�5 305�2 314�2 357�6 407�0
Subsidies   ����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 36�1 49�6 53�7 37�9 46�1 43�5 55�4 53�3 45�6 51�2 56�3 68�6
Wage disbursements less accruals  �������������������������������������� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������

Total current expenditures  ............................. 1767�8 1852�0 1949�3 2064�9 2217�6 2344�4 2515�8 2681�4 2831�5 3063�8 3502�7 3789�3

net Federal government saving  .................... 82�4 189�2 77�8 –199�9 –353�2 –383�8 –295�8 –204�8 –200�7 –469�0 –1072�3 –1105�9

addendum: ToTal receiPTS and exPendiTureS

Current receipts  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 1850�3 2041�2 2027�1 1865�0 1864�4 1960�6 2220�0 2476�6 2630�8 2594�8 2430�4 2683�4
Capital transfer receipts  �������������������������������������������������������� 27�6 28�8 28�2 26�4 21�7 24�7 24�6 27�7 25�8 28�6 26�1 19�6

Total receipts  ................................................... 1877�9 2070�1 2055�3 1891�3 1886�1 1985�3 2244�5 2504�3 2656�6 2623�5 2456�5 2703�0

Current expenditures  ������������������������������������������������������������ 1767�9 1852�0 1949�3 2064�9 2217�6 2344�4 2515�8 2681�4 2831�5 3063�8 3502�7 3789�3 
Net investment:  ���������������������������������������������������������������������

Gross government investment: 
Defense  ������������������������������������������������������������������� 46�5 48�5 49�9 54�5 59�0 65�1 72�2 77�1 81�8 91�2 104�8 107�6 
Nondefense  ������������������������������������������������������������� 31�9 32�2 30�3 32�6 33�3 33�6 35�2 40�6 40�5 43�8 46�3 49�0 

Less: Consumption of fixed capital: 
Defense  ������������������������������������������������������������������� 59�7 60�2 60�3 60�4 61�4 63�4 67�0 71�2 75�5 80�0 84�3 87�7 
Nondefense  ������������������������������������������������������������� 24�5 26�5 27�7 28�2 28�7 29�3 30�8 32�8 34�8 37�2 40�1 40�8 

Capital transfer payments  ����������������������������������������������������� 31�3 39�3 39�8 44�3 62�0 62�9 66�0 69�7 76�8 90�4 341�6 157�0 
Net purchases of nonproduced assets  ��������������������������������� –1�7 –0�2 –0�9 0�3 * 0�1 –0�7 –0�3 –13�9 –10�2 –17�3 –0�9 

Total expenditures  .......................................... 1791�8 1885�1 1980�3 2108�0 2281�9 2413�5 2590�6 2764�5 2906�5 3161�9 3853�7 3973�4 

net lending or net borrowing (–)  ................... 86�1 185�0 75�0 –216�7 –395�8 –428�1 –346�1 –260�2 –249�9 –538�4 –1397�3 –1270�5 

* $50 million or less�

Federal Sector Current Expenditures

Table 14–1 shows the five major NIPA categories for 
current expenditures and five subcategories, which differ 
greatly from the corresponding budget categories.

Government consumption expenditures consist of goods 
and services purchased by the Federal Government, includ-
ing compensation of employees and depreciation on fixed 
capital. Gross investment (shown among the addendum 

items in Table 14–1) is thus excluded from current expen-
ditures and does not figure in computing net Government 
saving on a NIPA basis, whereas depreciation—charges 
on federally-owned fixed capital (“consumption of general 
government fixed capital’’)—is included. The NIPAs treat 
State and local investment and capital consumption in the 
same way—regardless of the extent to which it is financed 
with Federal aid (capital transfer payments) or from State 
and local own-source receipts.
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Although gross investment is not included in 
Government current expenditures, Government gross in-
vestment is included in total GDP along with current con-
sumption expenditures (including depreciation), which 
makes the treatment of the government sector in the 
NIPAs similar to that of the private sector. Investment 
includes structures, equipment, and computer software.

The largest expenditure category consists mainly of cur-
rent transfer payments for Government income security 
and health benefits, such as Social Security and Medicare. 
Payment of pension benefits to former Government em-
ployees is not included, as explained previously. Grants-
in-aid to State and local governments help finance a range 
of programs, including income security, Medicaid, and 
education (but capital transfer payments for construction 
of highways, airports, waste-water treatment plants, and 
mass transit are excluded). “Current transfer payments 
to the rest of the world (net)’’ consists mainly of grants to 
foreign governments.

Interest payments consist of the interest paid by the 
Government on its debt (excluding debt held by trust 
funds, other than Federal employee pension plans; and 
other Government accounts). Where the budget nets in-
terest received on loans against outlays, the NIPAs treat 
it as current receipts. 

Subsidies consist of subsidy payments for resident 
businesses (excluding subsidies for investment). NIPA 
subsidies do not include the imputed credit subsidies 

estimated as budget outlays under credit reform. Rather, 
as explained previously loans and guarantees are exclud-
ed from the NIPAs except for associated interest and fees.

Wage disbursements less accruals is an adjustment 
that is necessary to the extent that the wages paid in a 
period differ from the amount earned in the period.

Differences in the Estimates

Since the introduction of the unified budget in January 
1968, NIPA current receipts have been greater than 
budget receipts in most years. This is due principally 
to grossing differences and the fact that estate and gift 
taxes, which the NIPAs exclude as capital transfers, have 
been roughly matched by Medicare premiums, which the 
NIPAs include as a governmental receipt, but the bud-
get treats as an offsetting receipt that is netted against 
the outlay total. Since 1986, NIPA current expenditures 
have usually been higher than budget outlays (from 
which the Medicare premiums and employer retirement 
contributions are netted out as offsetting receipts), de-
spite the omission from NIPA expenditures of capital 
transfer grants and pension benefit payments to former 
Government employees.

Two components of budget outlays, however, are some-
times sufficiently large in combination to exceed the usu-
al netting and grossing adjustments. These are financial 
transactions and net investment (the difference between 

Table 14–2. relaTionSHiP oF THe budgeT To THe Federal SecTor, niPas

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Estimate

2009 2010

 receiPTS

Budget receipts  ����������������������������������������������������� 1827�6 2025�5 1991�4 1853�4 1782�5 1880�3 2153�9 2407�3 2568�2 2524�3 2156�7 2332�6
Contributions to Government employee 

retirement plans  ������������������������������������������ –4�5 –4�8 –4�7 –4�6 –4�6 –4�6 –4�5 –4�4 –4�3 –4�2 –4�5 –4�3
Capital transfers received  �������������������������������� –27�6 –28�8 –28�2 –26�3 –21�7 –24�7 –24�6 –27�7 –25�8 –28�6 –26�1 –19�6
Other coverage differences ������������������������������ –7�0 –8�0 –7�9 –8�9 –9�0 –10�4 –11�2 –11�8 –11�9 –13�1 –13�3 –13�6
Netting and grossing differences ���������������������� 65�7 70�6 69�9 77�0 85�1 89�7 77�4 108�5 116�5 128�9 259�0 298�2
Timing differences  ������������������������������������������� –3�9 –13�2 6�7 –25�6 32�1 30�3 28�9 4�7 –12�0 –12�6 58�5 90�0

niPa current receipts  ............................ 1850�3 2041�2 2027�1 1865�0 1864�4 1960�6 2220�0 2476�6 2630�8 2594�8 2430�4 2683�4

exPendiTureS
Budget outlays  ������������������������������������������������������ 1702�0 1789�2 1863�2 2011�2 2160�1 2293�0 2472�2 2655�4 2728�9 2982�9 3997�8 3591�1

Government employee retirement plan 
transactions  ������������������������������������������������ 32�1 31�7 31�5 33�7 33�1 33�5 39�8 42�1 40�5 53�0 43�6 69�1

Deposit insurance and other financial 
transactions  ������������������������������������������������ –6�1 –9�0 –6�2 –6�7 2�1 0�4 0�9 –9�1 –12�2 –56�9 –1400�6 –74�8

Capital transfer payments  �������������������������������� –31�3 –35�1 –39�8 –44�1 –45�4 –46�4 –47�8 –51�3 –52�8 –55�8 –307�8 –119�9
Net purchases of nonproduced assets  �������������� 1�7 0�3 0�9 –0�3 –* –0�1 0�7 0�3 13�9 10�2 17�3 0�9
Net investment  ��������������������������������������������������� 5�7 6�0 7�9 1�4 –2�3 –6�1 –9�6 –13�7 –12�1 –17�9 –26�8 –28�1
Other coverage differences �������������������������������� 2�7 4�0 7�9 –0�6 –13�5 –21�3 –26�5 –38�3 –6�4 5�4 916�3 46�7
Netting and grossing differences  ����������������������� 65�7 70�6 69�9 77�0 85�1 89�7 77�4 108�5 116�5 128�9 259�0 298�2
Timing differences  ��������������������������������������������� –4�7 –5�6 14�3 –6�7 –1�6 1�6 8�6 –12�5 15�1 14�1 3�9 6�2

niPa current expenditures  ................... 1767�8 1852�0 1949�3 2064�9 2217�6 2344�4 2515�8 2681�4 2831�5 3063�8 3502�7 3789�3

addendum

Budget surplus or deficit (-)  ����������������������������� 125�6 236�2 128�2 –157�8 –377�6 –412�7 –318�3 –248�2 –160�7 –458�6 –1841�2 –1258�4
NIPA net Federal Government saving �������������� 82�4 189�2 77�8 –199�9 –353�2 –383�8 –295�8 –204�8 –200�7 –469�0 –1072�3 –1105�9

 *  $50 million or less�
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gross investment and depreciation). Large outlays asso-
ciated with resolving the failed savings and loan asso-
ciations and banks in 1990 and 1991 caused those year’s 
budget outlays to exceed NIPA current expenditures. 
With the change in budgetary treatment of direct loans 
in 1992 under credit reform, the cost of direct loans to 
the public recorded in the budget has been reduced bring-
ing it closer to the NIPA treatment. Disbursement and 
repayment of loans made since that time are recorded 
outside the budget; only credit subsidies are recorded as 
budget outlays, unlike the NIPAs which do not include 
this element of government expenditure.

Every year during the period 1976–1992, the budget 
deficit showed a larger imbalance than the amount of (neg-
ative) net Federal Government saving as measured in the 
NIPAs. The largest difference, $78.8 billion, occurred in 
1991 as a result of resolving failed financial institutions 
as discussed above; the budget deficit was then $269.2 bil-
lion, while the NIPA net Government saving was $190.5 
billion.  Beginning in 1993, deposit insurance and other 
financial transactions caused the relationship to change, 
and in 1993–2002, the budget deficit or surplus showed a 
more positive fiscal picture than the NIPA measure, with 
NIPA (negative) net Federal Government saving exceed-
ing in magnitude the budget deficit when the budget was 
in deficit and (positive) net Federal Government saving 
falling short of the budget surplus during the years the 

budget was in surplus. This also was the case in 2007 and 
2008 due to unusual swings in timing differences and 
financial transactions those years, and sales of nonpro-
duced assets.  For 2003–2006, and for 2009–2010, howev-
er, the NIPA net Federal Government saving is once again 
smaller than the budget deficit, largely due to timing dif-
ferences and financial transactions. For 2009, the differ-
ence is expected to be historically high, over three-fourths 
of a trillion dollars, due primarily to differing treatment 
of the TARP and other financial stabilization measures 
(see text box); and it is expected to remains high in 2010.

Table 14–1 displays Federal transactions using NIPA 
concepts with actual data for 1999–2008 and estimates 
for 2009 and 2010 consistent with the Administration’s 
Budget proposals. Table 14–2 summarizes the reasons 
for differences between the NIPA and budget measures. 
Annual NIPA data for 1948–2010 are published in Section 
14 of a separate budget volume, Historical Tables, Budget 
of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year 2010.

Detailed estimates of NIPA current receipts and ex-
penditures consistent with the Budget and including 
quarterly estimates will be published in a forthcoming is-
sue of the Department of Commerce publication, Survey 
of Current Business and on the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis website at www.bea.gov.
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